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Abstract
Otago is renowned internationally for offering some of the most pristine and exciting
freshwater trout and salmon fishing in the world. However, many freshwater fishing sites in
Otago are showing signs of environmental degradation due in part to continuing agricultural
development, especially the increasing intensification of land use through dairy farming. Stricter
requirements for controlling the flow of contaminants into waterways have been proposed and
are under discussion. Implementation of stricter requirements will impact farming costs, but
provide benefits for anglers and other recreational users. Estimating the economic values of the
freshwater recreational angling is an important input to decisions about rules to maintain or
improve water quality. Information about angler travel costs and fishing activities was collected
via an on-line survey, and a travel cost method was applied to estimate the economic value of
access to Otago freshwater recreational fisheries by domestic anglers. The estimates of that value
in terms of consumer surplus fall in the range of $88 million to $130 million per annum. In
addition, anglers who fished in back-country fisheries enjoyed higher consumer surplus than
anglers who fished at river or lake fisheries. These estimates are reasonably comparable with
estimates using similar methods with data from other areas in New Zealand and around the
world.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Freshwater bodies in New Zealand have progressively come under pressure from a number
of economically important activities, particularly irrigation, water supply, hydro-electricity
generation and waste disposal. Directly and indirectly, rivers, lakes and groundwater resources
support the creation of wealth through activities such as growing crops and livestock, generating
electricity, thrilling tourists in jet boats and allowing the mining of minerals. In 2012, primary
industries which depend on fresh water, including livestock farming, horticulture and forestry,
contributed to more than 12% of New Zealand’s GDP and over 52% of overall exports (70% of
merchandise exports). Furthermore, tourism (which, inter alia, leverages off the beauty of New
Zealand’s fresh water) accounts for a further 10% of GDP and 15% of overall exports. About
58% of New Zealand’s electricity comes from hydro-power stations, with other power stations
dependent on fresh water for cooling (Ministry for the Environment, 2013).
Overall, agriculture directly accounts for around 4% of New Zealand’s GDP, while the
processing of food, beverage and tobacco products accounts for a further 5%. Downstream
activities such as transportation, rural financing and retailing related to agricultural production
also make significant contributions to New Zealand’s GDP (Treasury, 2013).
In 2011, Business and Economic Research Limited (BERL) released an analysis estimating
the economic value of pasture-related products (including beef, sheep, dairy and deer) to the
New Zealand economy for the 2010-11 production season. BERL estimated that pasture-related
products were worth $16 B at the farm gate. The greatest contributor was the dairy industry,
which was worth $11.6 B (or 72% of all farm gate value). The New Zealand national dairy herd
has expanded by 25% in the past five years to 6.5 million cows. Most of this expansion has taken
place in Canterbury and Otago to the south.
In November 2013, the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment, Dr. Jan Wright,
released a report on water quality highlighting the detrimental impacts of dairy expansion on
water quality in terms of increases in nitrogen and phosphorus. Waters in Canterbury, which has
experienced the greatest expansion in dairy farming, experienced a 27% increase in nitrogen
loads between 1996 and 2008 (Wright, 2013). The report highlights how nitrogen and
phosphorus, nutrients that help valuable plants grow on land, become pollutants in water by
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causing excessive growth of weeds and algae, as well as affecting insect, fish and water bird
populations.
As pressure upon the freshwater resource has grown, and as the population’s wealth and
leisure time have increased, concern has been expressed that continuing development of the
freshwater resource may threaten several other uses whose economic value is not fully reflected
in market activity, but whose contribution to quality of life is nonetheless important. These uses
include recreational angling, canoeing and rafting, swimming, etc. and enhancement of scenic
beauty. Currently, those who favour protecting freshwater resources find themselves at a
disadvantage in political debates because they cannot express the value of the resource in
monetary terms. To help fill this void and better understand the value of the scarce natural
resource, this study aims to estimate the economic value of freshwater angling, focusing on
Otago, a region, as noted above, that is experiencing a rapidly growing dairy industry with
associated increasing demands upon its freshwater.
In New Zealand, recreational freshwater angling, primarily for brown trout, rainbow trout,
and Chinook salmon, is a popular leisure time activity for many New Zealanders and
international visitors, and has a distinctive place in kiwi culture. Following successful
acclimatization to New Zealand waters over three decades from about 1875 (McDowall, 1990),
all three species rapidly became the basis of lively sports fisheries throughout the country as well
as in Otago. Additionally, Otago freshwater also supports brook char and perch fisheries.
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1.1 Freshwater recreational angling in Otago
The freshwater recreational fishery resource of Otago provides a spectrum of recreational
opportunity for anglers from within the region, from elsewhere in New Zealand and from
overseas. Recreational fisheries represent a significant natural, self-sustaining resource of benefit
to the regional community both in providing recreational amenity and economic activity arising
from recreational angling.
Freshwater recreational fishing, licencing and fisheries are managed and maintained by the
Fish & Game New Zealand (FGNZ) Otago region. FGNZ’s Otago region extends from Shag
Point on the South Island’s east coast south to the Brothers Point in the Catlins area (See map of
the region in Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Map of the Fish and Game Otago Region
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The region extends inland to include the whole of both the Clutha and Taieri River
catchments as well as a number of smaller coastal river catchments such as the Catlins,
Tahakopa, Tokomairiro, Waikouaiti and Shag. There are 126 discrete fisheries identified in the
Otago Fish and Game Region. These are mostly the same fisheries that are used in the National
Angler Survey (NAS), conducted by NIWA (National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research) once every five to seven years. While the NAS provides a reliable and comparable
long term reference point for angler use, the number of fisheries may in reality be larger (Otago
Fish & Game Council, 2013).
The latest NAS for the 2007/08 season showed that Otago had the largest number of “adult
and family whole season” and “junior whole season” license sales among the twelve FGNZ
Regions across New Zealand. Otago licenced anglers consist of 11,731 stratum 1 (adult and
family whole season) anglers and 847 stratum 2 (junior whole season) anglers, these two strata of
anglers being expected to contribute most of the total annual angling effort. The latest NAS also
showed total angling effort in Otago Region to be 224 900 ± 9 400 angler-days, of which 88 200
± 5 500 (around 39%) angler-days were spent on river fisheries, and 136 700 ± 7 600 (around
61%) angler-days were spent on lake fisheries (Unwin, 2009).
As fishing licences issued by any of the twelve FGNZ regions can be used in all regions in
the country (except for fisheries in the Taupo conservancy), cross region angling is not unusual.
The latest NAS showed angling effort by Otago licence holders (whose licences were issued in
Otago) contributed to 78% of total angling effort in Otago. The next four big contributing
regions are Southland 8.3%, overseas 4.2%, Central South Island 3.9%, and North Canterbury
2.7%. These five largest licence regions represented 97.3% of the total angling effort in Otago
(Unwin, 2009).
The figures also show that anglers visiting from overseas contributed an important part of the
overall angling effort in Otago. The analysis of the international angling effort by fishing region
and water type suggests that their pattern of fishing activity differs markedly from that of New
Zealand residents. International visitors showed a strong preference for South Island waters (57
200 ± 2 500 angler-days; or 83% of their total angling effort) and a marked preference for back
country and headwater river fisheries, which accounted for 41.0% of their total effort as
compared to 9.4% for their New Zealand counterparts (Unwin, 2009).
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1.2 Trends in freshwater quality in Otago
By international standards, New Zealand’s overall water quality is considered to be good
(Ministry for the Environment, 2013). However, water quality varies significantly across the
country, depending on local use, climate and geology, and there are increasing signs of potential
risks for New Zealand’s aquatic ecosystems, the economy, tourism and recreation and our
international reputation (Ministry for the Environment, 2013). As mentioned above, strong
increasing trends in phosphorous and nitrogen have been observed over the last years particularly
in catchments predominantly in pasture. The health of lowland streams, wetlands and several
lakes is under pressure from declining water quality (Ministry for the Environment, 2013).
The Otago Regional Council (ORC) is the authority with the mandate for monitoring and
protecting water quality within the region, its State of the Environment (SOE) monitoring
programme summarised the state of river and stream water quality at 62 sites across the Otago
region for the period from July 2006 to June 2011. ORC directly measures or collects water
samples for analysis of up to 12 water quality parameters. Measurements of water temperature,
dissolved oxygen and conductivity were taken in the field, with all other variables being
measured using standard laboratory protocols. Bi‐monthly water quality and annual macro
invertebrate records are collected.
The ORC’s data analysis involves both an assessment of spatial variation on a region‐wide
basis using a water quality index (WQI), an assessment of compliance with national water
quality guidelines and an assessment of water quality trends. The water quality in rivers across
the Otago region shows a clear spatial relationship to land cover. Water quality is best in rivers
and streams located at high or mountainous elevation under predominantly tussock cover. These
sites tend to be associated with the upper catchments of larger rivers (e.g. Clutha River/Matau‐
Au, Taieri River and Lindis River) and the outlets from large lakes (e.g. Hawea, Wakatipu and
Wanaka). Water quality is poorer at sites located on smaller, low‐elevation stream reaches that
drain pastoral or urban catchments, particularly those characterised by soft sedimentary
substrates. The sites with the poorest water quality over the reporting period either drain
intensively farmed catchments (e.g. Wairuna Stream, upper Waipahi) or catchments dominated
by urban land cover (e.g. the Dunedin urban streams) (Ozanne, 2012).
The WQI identified many rivers as having ‘very good’ water quality. However, many of
these catchments have undergone recent change to more intensive farming, especially an
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accelerated conversion of land from beef / sheep to dairy farming. As land use intensifies, there
tends to be a significant increase of NNN1 in waterways. The longer‐term trend analysis (2001‐
2011) identified that once again the tributaries of the Pomahaka stand out as some of the worst
sites, but also that some of the other rapidly intensifying catchments have increasing nutrient
levels, particularly the Kakanui River catchment (NNN, TP2, DRP3), Shag River (TN4, NNN,
TP, DRP), Catlins River (TN, NNN, TP, DRP, turbidity) and mid‐Taieri River (NNN, TP).
These catchments also show trends of increasing pollutants (2006‐2011): TN is increasing in the
Shag River and the Catlins River, and NNN is increasing in the Taieri River at Sutton (Ozanne,
2012).
The Otago SOE monitoring network includes three classes of land cover. The largest
number of monitoring sites are located in pastoral land. The number of water samples taken from
pastoral land was ten times that taken from sites in urban environments, which reflects the land
use pattern throughout Otago. The maximum values of nutrient levels were found in the ‘pastoral
land cover’ class.
Across New Zealand in general, agricultural activities have been identified as major sources
of sediments, nutrients and faecal bacteria to rivers and streams (Quinn et al., 1997, Wilcock et
al., 1999). Strong relationships have been found between declining water quality of streams and
increasing extent of agricultural development in catchments in rural New Zealand (Smith, 1993).
The findings of these New Zealand-wide studies are consistent with the water quality summary
of ORC’s SOE monitoring programme.
Overall, lowland rivers in Otago have suffered a marked deterioration in water quality
resulting primarily from the effects of more intensive use of agricultural land, and as a result, the
recreational fisheries in these catchments are in decline (Otago Fish & Game Council, 2013).
FGNZ recommends a number of steps that should be taken to remedy this ongoing problem,
include the fencing off of waterways from intensive farmland, better on-farm nutrient
management, and the sensible design of agricultural systems based on the carrying capacity of
the land (Otago Fish & Game Council, 2013).

1

NNN is nitrite-nitrate nitrogen.
TP is total phosphorus.
3
DRP is dissolved reactive phosphorus.
4
TN is total nitrogen.
2
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1.3 Study objective
In New Zealand, recreational freshwater angling is managed by FGNZ, and access to
freshwater fisheries is granted by a nominal licence fee, which, however, does not reflect the
value of recreational angling. Not being able to identify the value of freshwater angling to
recreational anglers puts resource managers in a difficult position in the political debate about the
impacts of pastoral farming on water quality levels.
This study aims to fill this void by estimating the net economic value to domestic anglers of
freshwater recreational angling in Otago, i.e., the aggregate value domestic anglers place on
access to Otago freshwater fisheries, and gaining knowledge of the various factors that affect the
demand for recreational freshwater angling in Otago by applying a travel cost method (TCM).
The estimates come from information collected via on-line survey about the costs anglers pay to
fish, how the quantity of fishing responds to variation in those costs, and the characteristics of
these anglers. Knowledge of the net economic value of recreational angling will be helpful in
developing environmental standards, and making fishery management decisions regarding
resource allocation in the region.

1.4 Organization of the study
The thesis is organized into five chapters. This chapter has provided background
information on freshwater recreational fishing and the trend in freshwater quality in Otago. It has
also defined the research objectives and purpose of the study. Chapter Two presents the
conceptual framework of the non-market valuation method applied in the study and reviewed
some literature on the TCM and recreational angling valuations that have been undertaken
around the world and in New Zealand. Chapter Three describes the methodology specifically
applied in the study, and details the survey implemented in the study. Chapter Four presents and
discusses the empirical results derived from the application of the Otago TCM model. Finally,
the last chapter summarise the conclusions of the study, while addressing the study’s limitations,
and provides future research recommendations.
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Chapter 2. Conceptual framework and literature review
This chapter presents the conceptual framework of the travel cost method, and its application
in different scenarios in terms of single site and multiple sites situations. At the same time it
reviews some empirical studies that value recreational fisheries around the world and in New
Zealand, and establishes a theoretical foundation for the methodology and framework necessary
to estimate the economic value of recreational freshwater angling in Otago.

2.1 Value of a recreational fishery
Recreational angling is essentially a consumer good, so every angler has a Marshallian
demand curve for angling at a particular site (McConnell, 1992), a simple linear version of which
is shown below (Figure 2.1):

Figure 2.1: An angler’s Marshallian demand curve for angling at a particular site
The demand curve shows how the value of an additional unit of fishing falls as the number
of trips increases in a given time period. A net-benefit-maximising angler keeps taking trips as
long as the value of the trip exceeds its ‘price’. In the figure, the price of fishing is $100 to the
angler, so he or she fishes five times in a season. The angler does more fishing as the price goes
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down. So, read horizontally, the demand curve shows how the quantity of fishing trips
demanded per fishing season varies with the price of fishing, holding other relevant variables,
such as income and prices of other goods, constant.
The area A is the angler’s total consumer surplus for trips to the site during the season, it is
the difference between the angler’s total willingness to pay for fishing trips (area A + area B) and
the total expenditure (area B). This is also referred to as the angler’s access value for the site.
Economists define value as the monetary benefits that remain after the expenses are paid
(Loomis et al., 2005). Sport fishing (recreational angling) has economic value in that anglers
would be willing to pay more for their opportunities than their actual expenses on fishing
(McConnell and Strand, 1994). Therefore, consumer surplus is used as a measure of economic
value of angling, i.e., the area A, consumer surplus, is the value of the fishery.

2.2 Market valuation of fisheries
There is a large and growing number of studies that calculate or estimate the economic value
of recreational fisheries and angling around the world. Some studies take advantage of the fees
paid by fishers to access the fishery. For example, in the United Kingdom, many inland fisheries
of England and Wales are in private ownership and the fisheries themselves can be bought and
sold in the market place. Sale prices can be used to estimate the aggregate market value of these
fisheries. Research carried out in 2001 by the Environment Agency (Radford et al., 2001)
produced an estimate of this total capital value of the inland recreational fisheries of England and
Wales. The study reported estimates of an “implicit price function”, obtained by analysing how
the fisheries sale prices are affected by the fisheries’ attributes (average catches, length, number
of pegs5, access). The market value of fisheries was then calculated by inputting actual fisheries’
attributes into the function. The results indicate that the market value of the inland recreational
fisheries of England and Wales is about £3 billion (£4.2 billion if adjusted to 2013 level using the
consumers’ price index).
So, what does this mean in the current context? This can be illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Suppose the downward sloping line in Figure 2.2 is the demand curve of UK anglers, and Pchoke
is the choke price at which the fishing trip demand is zero. If all the fisheries in the UK were not
privately owned, and free to the public, anglers would need to pay only the travel cost (P0=TC)
5

A platform area designated for anglers to fish on.
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to fish in the fisheries, and they fish T0 quantity of trips. Under this circumstance (D0), the
fishery value is the whole area of Pchoke P0 D0. But, in fact, the fisheries are privately owned, and
the owners of the fisheries charge access fees to anglers, the access fee is denoted as P0P1 in
Figure 2.2. Anglers react to the higher price by taking fewer trips, T1, i.e. the access fee moved
anglers’ quantity demanded from D0 to D1. As the demand shifts from D0 to D1, it can be seen
that the consumer surplus shrinks, and the lost consumer surplus is the area of P0D0D1P1. Part of
the lost consumer surplus accrues to the owners of the fishery as revenue from the access fee.
The estimated £4.2 billion market value of UK fisheries is the net present value of fishery
revenue minus the costs of managing the fishery as a business. Therefore, the £4.2 billion market
value is only a part of the lost consumer surplus, which is only a part of the total value of unpriced fishery of England and Wales.

Figure 2.2 Illustration of the UK fishery valuation

In many parts of the world, including New Zealand, recreational fisheries are managed by
public entities, and are not traded on the open market. In such scenarios, the fishing licence fees
that are normally charged to members of the public who wish to access the fishery for fishing are
nominal prices that do not reflect the true economic value of access to the fisheries. Thus, license
fees are not an indicator of the value of angling.
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Fishery administrators sometimes view the importance of a recreational fishery in terms of
its overall impact on local economic activity: i.e., on how much fishing activities contribute to
total sales, income received, employment generated, and tax revenue received by the local
community. Such an approach has been taken for an economic impact analysis of New Zealand’s
Taupō fisheries, reported in “Taupō Fisheries economic analysis” (APR Consultants, 2012) for
the fishery’s managers, the Department of Conservation (DOC). This study analysed primary
data from an online survey carried out by DOC to estimate the total net value added, the total net
output (i.e., expenditure), and the total net employment created or sustained in the Taupō
District’s economy. The report also included marketing recommendations for DOC to increase
revenue from the Taupō fisheries and to more generally contribute to the Taupō economy.
In essence, the Taupō study measured the anglers’ “expenditures”, the money anglers had
spent in order to engage in recreational angling in Lake Taupō, and applied a regional multiplier
to expenditure in the region by out-of-region anglers. Such measures can indicate the magnitude
of the effects of recreational angling activity, and its importance to the local community, but they
do not indicate the value of the Taupō fisheries to anglers. For this study, the Otago freshwater
recreational anglers’ consumer surplus is estimated to represent the value of recreational angling.
To obtain this estimate, non-market valuation methods need to be employed.

2.2 Non-market valuation methods
Non-market valuation methods arose from the need to include in natural resource
management decision making processes the value of the services provided by the natural
environment. If those services are not priced and traded in the market, then those who favour
non-consumptive resource utilisation find themselves at a disadvantage in political debates
because they cannot express the gain or loss in values arising from environmental changes in
monetary terms. Sometimes, the lack of a monetary estimate of a natural resource is treated as
the resources having zero value (Boyer and Polasky, 2004). To better capture the value of a
scarce natural resource, environmental economists have devised various methods to provide
monetary estimates.
Non-market valuation methods can be categorized into two major types: revealed preference
and stated preference methods. The revealed preference method assumes that the preferences of
consumers can be revealed implicitly by their consumption behaviours; the value of an un-priced
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public good can be estimated by observing and analysing consumers’ purchase of marketed
goods that are necessary to enjoy the associated public good. The most commonly used revealed
preference method to value environmental amenities associated with recreational activities, such
as angling, is the travel cost method (TCM).
The stated preference method, on the other hand, asks respondents carefully worded
questions about hypothetical situations to elicit information about how much the respondents
value non-market goods. These questions may take the form of a series of choices that each
involves a trade-off in characteristics, e.g. do you prefer a site that is further away but is more
pristine, or closer but more polluted? Or they may directly ask respondents how much they are
willing to pay for an environmental amenity. This ‘contingent valuation method’ (CVM) is also a
commonly used method in non-market valuation.
Both methods have advantages and drawbacks. For example, revealed preference methods
provide estimates only of use value, because non-use value is not exhibited through any type of
use behaviour. Stated preference methods can also provide estimates of non-use value, e.g.,
existence value or option value.
A strength of revealed preference methods is that estimates are based on actual market
behaviour; the recreationists have committed real time and money to visit particular recreation
sites. There is a concrete connection between the non-market value and actual monetary market
transactions. A concern with stated preference methods, among other things, is the hypothetical
nature of the survey questions and the fact that actual consumer behaviour is not observed
(Cummings et al., 1986). However, revealed preference methods cannot estimate values for
levels of quality that have not been experienced. Revealed choice behaviour for new levels of
environmental quality may not exist in many policy applications. Whereas stated preference
methods require only descriptions of scenarios of interest, which could be entirely hypothetical
or futuristic, allowing researchers to collect detailed information about the subjects of most
interest.
Revealed preference methods assume that anglers are making well-informed (i.e., optimal)
choices in their recreational behaviour, and rely on their ability to do so. But in practice,
recreationists may sometimes lack perfect and full information when making recreation choices,
and end up spending their time and money to go somewhere or do something “sub-optimal”.
When recreationists are not making the optimal choices in their recreational behaviours, value
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estimation based on such behaviours will become biased. For a more detailed description of the
benefits and drawbacks of revealed and stated preference methods see Adamowicz et al. (1994).

2.3 Conceptual description of TCM
The TCM is one of the most frequently used non-market valuation techniques based on
revealed preference, first developed by Harold Hotelling, a noted Harvard economist. He applied
the method to calculate the value to tourists in monetary terms of visits to national parks in the
United States in the late 1940s. Hotelling conceptualized that the costs incurred while travelling
to a recreation site effectively represent the price of the visit for that visitor. The price of a visit
increases as travel costs increase, and the number of trips taken to the site will theoretically
decrease as this implicit price increases (Hotelling, 1947). Therefore the relationship between
the number of trips and their corresponding prices, i.e., the demand for visits to the park, can be
estimated. This is an important starting point, as it connects the value of a non-market good
(implicit value) to the consumption of market goods (explicit value). Clawson and Knetsch
(1966) later further developed TCM by introducing additional factors besides distance that can
affect the demand for site visits. Such factors include income and employment status, both of
which can affect the opportunity cost of time spent travelling and recreating, i.e., the value of
time. Further, travellers vary in how they view time spent travelling; it could be a cost to some or
a benefit depending on personal preferences.
The TCM values environmental goods through the assumption “that the incurred costs of
visiting a site in some way reflect the recreational value of that site” (Turner et al., 1994). By
examining this relationship, the recreational value of the site can be estimated. The TCM is used
to estimate the recreational value of angling, hunting, or hiking at a recreation site or sites. A site
may be a river or lake for fishing (in our case), a trail for hiking, a park for wildlife viewing, or
some other area where outdoor recreation takes place. Depending on the scope of the study area,
and the different techniques involved, the TCM can be divided into two variants: single site and
multiple sites models.

2.3.1 Single site TCM and literature
Access to freshwater recreational fishing in New Zealand is not directly priced. Instead, the
‘implicit’ price of a fishing trip consists of the various costs an angler incurs to engage in fishing:
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the out-pocket costs of travelling to the fishing site and back home, the opportunity cost of the
time spent on both travelling and fishing, plus any other fishing-related costs (e.g., bait, boat
rental, guide service, etc.).
An individual angler’s demand curve as a whole is not easy to observe (even by the
individual angler himself or herself). However, one point on (or near) the demand curve can be
determined by observing how much the angler chooses to fish at a given observable price,
assuming he or she has enough experience with both fishing and the site to choose the number of
trips that maximises his or her net benefit. Empirically, a survey can be designed to collect
information about that the implicit price of a fishing trip and the number of trips the angler takes
to the fishing site over a season at the price. This provides one point on the demand curve that
can be identified, e.g. point A in Figure 2.2.

$
$160
$140
$120
$100
$80

 D
 C
 B
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 E
D = MV

5
Q of fishing/t
Figure 2.2: How number of trips is adjusted when facing different travel costs

To estimate consumer surplus, however, analysts need to know more about the individual’s
demand curve. That is, analysts need to observe more than one point on the demand curve. In
particular, analysts need to observe how the angler responds (adjusts his or her number of trips
per season) to a change in the implicit price of fishing trip to the site. There are essentially two
ways to do so.
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One is through a longitudinal study: Analysts need to observe how an individual angler
changes his or her number of trips as trip price changes over time. The price of a trip could
change for a variety of reasons. The local council could impose a significant fee increase for
access to the fishing site; travel costs could change because distance changes when the angler
moves farther away from or closer to the site due to a change in residence location; petrol price
may change significantly; or the angler’s opportunity cost of leisure time changes (e.g., he or she
retires from paid work). As a simple illustration in Figure 2.2, suppose that one cost or another
changes each season, so the total cost of a trip over five seasons varies from $80 to $160. If
analysts observe the number of trips the angler takes at each price, they can ‘trace out’ the
angler’s demand curve as shown by the points labelled A through E. In practice, these
combinations may not all fall precisely on a straight line – factors other than price affect the
number of trips actually taken in a particular season – but analysts can observe how this angler
responds to variation in the price of the fishing trip, i.e. his or her demand curve. The problem,
however, is that changes in implicit and/or explicit prices tend to take place rather unevenly and
unpredictably over time, and it may take a long time to enable enough data variation, which can
complicate the data collection.
The other way is through a cross-sectional study: Analysts could alternatively exploit the
fact that a cross section of anglers with similar demands for fishing live at varying distances from
the site or vary in their opportunity costs of time. Essentially, they each face a different price for
fishing at the site. Through a survey, analysts can obtain the number of fishing trips taken over a
particular season by a cross-section of anglers. For example, suppose that the original angler has
four friends, each of whom has preferences for fishing that are essentially the same as the angler
(meaning they all have the same demand curve), but they live different distances from the fishing
site, i.e., they face different travel costs fishing at the site. Analysts can estimate the implicit
price of a fishing trip for each of these friends by their residence location and then observe how
many trips each takes in a season to the site of interest. These price / trip quantity combinations
are labelled B through E for each of the four friends in Figure 2.2. Again, these combinations
may not all fall precisely on a straight line, but they can show the pattern of how these friends
with similar preferences respond to variations in the prices of a trip, i.e. their demand curve.
The problem in practice is that it is difficult to identify a cross-section of people who have
similar preferences for fishing, i.e., have similar demand curves. In effect, analysts need to know
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individuals’ demand curves to choose a group of people with similar preferences. To overcome
this problem, researchers typically recruit a large sample of anglers across whom the implicit
price of fishing varies. In addition to price, other variables that affect how much an individual
fishes also vary across these anglers. These variables are called ‘shift’ variables because a
change in one of these variables shifts the entire demand curve to the left or right. Information
about these variables is, therefore, needed to estimate ‘average’ demand curves over
observationally similar anglers using cross-sectional data.
Here are some typical variables/demand shifters in addition to price that affect the quantity
of fishing demanded by a particular angler:


Disposable income or budget. If the good is a “normal” good, which recreational fishing
probably is, a larger budget results in greater demand; an individual’s demand curve
shifts to the right (demand increases) as income available for recreation increases. A
commonly used proxy for this is individual’s household income.



Prices of substitutes. Substitutes for fishing at a particular site usually include fishing at
nearby sites. An angler will typically fish a particular site less frequently when other
good substitutes are nearby, i.e., when the implicit prices of substitutes are lower, the
individual’s demand curve shifts left (demand decreases).



Prices of complements. Other recreational activities are complementary to fishing, both
for the angler and to other non-anglers who travel with him (e.g., family members on a
holiday trip). The implicit price of a complementary activity falls if it is near the fishing
site. The demand for fishing at a particular site increases (shifts to the right) if
complementary activities are nearby.



Preferences for fishing. Personal interest in recreational fishing obviously varies widely
across the population, and is difficult to observe directly. Prior experience with and
expertise in fishing both indicate interest in fishing. Experience and expertise to an
extent also decrease the implicit price of fishing (e.g., less time fiddling with equipment
or fishing unproductive waters) and also increase the enjoyment from fishing.

So, how does variation across anglers in these variables affect TCM analysis? Recall that
information about the implicit price of fishing at the site of interest (e.g., $100) and the quantity
demanded at that price (e.g., five trips) were collected from each angler in the sample. Consider
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two such anglers who are identical in every way except for income, illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Both anglers live in the same town, have similar preferences for fishing, have similar jobs and
the same income from work, but angler 1 has inherited a significant sum of money which he used
to pay off his mortgage. No mortgage to pay means more disposable income. His demand for
fishing is shown by the curve labelled D1; given the $100 price of a fishing trip he fishes five
times per season. The demand for fishing of the otherwise similar, but effectively poorer, angler
is shown by the curve labelled D2. His more limited income means that his demand curve is
everywhere below or to the left of his richer counterpart. Given that both anglers earn the same
hourly wage – the opportunity cost of their time is the same – the implicit price of fishing is the
same and analysts observe the price/quantity combination labelled B for angler 2. He chooses to
fish only three times per season. There may be many anglers in the sample for whom the implicit
price of fishing at this site is roughly $100, but who vary in other characteristics. So, the
quantity of trips per season observed at that price varies across these fishers; there are many
quantities associated with the $100 price. And, of course, the implicit price of trips varies as
well, so the price-quantity combinations form a scatter, which hardly traces out a demand curve.
Analysts need to measure the variation in shift variables to be able to pick the demand curve out
of the scatter of observations.
$
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Figure 2.3: How a demand shifter shifts demand curve
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In practice, all TCM studies survey a cross section of anglers who fished at the site of interest
to collect their visitation frequency (quantity consumed) per season and travel cost data (prices)
associated with these visits, such that the average demand function of the recreation site can be
estimated by analysing survey data with econometric techniques. With such a demand function,
the average consumer surplus across all anglers’ from fishing at the site can be estimated.
Extrapolating to the whole angler population, analysts can obtain an estimate of the aggregate
consumer surplus of all anglers, which is the net economic value of angling at the study site to
anglers.
The single-site TCM has been regularly applied to estimate the non-market value of
recreational amenities, accounting for about 20% of recreational valuation studies conducted all
over the world (EVRI, 2008). The TCM is well accepted because it is grounded in consumer
theory, uses real data from market transactions and has the capacity to represent consumer
choices and preferences with reasonable accuracy (Haab and McConnell, 2002).
Though the single-site TCM applies most directly to a relatively small geographic site, the
method has recently been applied to value access to a variety of sites of sizes similar to or even
larger than the province of Otago.
Shrestha et al (2002) estimated the value of recreational fishing in the Brazilian Pantanal, the
area is a 138,000 square kilometres tropical seasonal wetland located in the centre of South
America (over four times the area of the Otago region). They applied a single site TCM, treating
the entire study area as a single fishery. The data for the study were collected with an on-site
intercept survey, 586 anglers were intercepted at two weigh-stations near the towns of Miranda
and Corumba. These two towns are the most popular recreational fishing destinations in the
southern Pantanal, accounting for about 74% of the annual fish harvest. Of all the anglers
intercepted, 286 returned questionnaires that were useable for model estimation, which is 1.3%
of the population of fishers.
In their demand model, the dependent variable is measured as the number of trips in a
season. The critical explanatory variable is the cost of a trip. Anglers were asked about their
round trip travel cost directly, as well as round trip travel time. The opportunity cost of travel
time was calculated as one-quarter or one-half of the wage rate. A variety of demographic
characteristics, such as income and education, were also collected. The dependent variable, the
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number of trips in a season, is count data truncated at one. Therefore, both a non-linear least
square (NLS) model and a truncated Poisson (TPOIS) model were applied. The truncated count
model yielded an estimate of consumer surplus of US$541 per trip, while the NLS model
produced an estimate of US$870 per trip, resulting in a total annual economic value in terms of
consumer surplus to be in the range of US$35 to US$56 million for the area (Shrestha et al.,
2002).
Kelch et al. (2006) applied a single site TCM to estimate the value of Steelhead angling in
Lake Erie tributaries. They developed an intercept survey, and contacted over 500 steelhead
anglers on eight Lake Erie tributaries and asked them to participate in a mail survey about
steelhead angling. These eight tributaries were identified as popular steelhead angling sites. Of
the over 500 anglers contacted, 375 responded with useful information, about 93% of the
respondents were on a single day trip and less than 7% were on a multiple day trip requiring
overnight lodging. Because multiple day trips only represented a relatively small portion of total
trips, the researchers focused on single day trip data for the model estimation. The price of a trip
is the round trip vehicle cost plus the opportunity cost of round trip travel time. Vehicle cost is
assumed to be US$0.22 per kilometre travelled as per the Internal Revenue Service standard
mileage allowance for the time of study. The opportunity cost of travel time was calculated as
30% of the wage rate for wage earners, which was suggested by Cesario (1976). Count data
models yielded estimates of consumer surplus of US$26 per trip. When aggregated, the CS
estimates suggested that the annual value of steelhead fishing could be as large as US$12-US$15
million per year, depending on the size of the population of steelhead anglers.
Prayaga et al. (2010) estimated the value of recreational fishing on the Capricorn coast in
central Queensland, also known as the Great Barrier Reef, using a single site TCM. The survey
samples were selected by randomly intercepting anglers at boat ramps. In all, 318 surveys
collected, of which 311 were useable. Two models were estimated by applying different
definitions and the inclusion of travel cost variables. One defined travel cost as full car costs that
include fuel, insurance and maintenance as a function of distance travelled. The other model used
the perceived costs as reported by the respondents. The authors considered it was more
appropriate to apply reported / perceived costs in the study because the perceived costs were
most likely to represent the opportunity costs that anglers considered when making their trip
decision (Bateman, 1993). Results indicated that the reported costs model generated higher
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values than the estimated costs model (an expected result since reported travel costs were higher
than estimated travel costs). The model with reported costs had a much higher R-squared or
explanatory power than the model with estimated costs. The truncated negative binomial model
appeared to provide a more reliable estimate than a more standard Poisson model. The
researchers concluded that the total annual consumer surplus of recreational anglers in this
section of the Great Barrier Reef was AUD$5.53 million.
Rolfe and Dyack (2011) estimated recreational values associated with the Coorong in South
Australia. The Coorong is the estuarine region at the mouth of the Murray River in South
Australia that includes lakes at the river mouth and a series of lagoons stretching over 100
kilometres southeast along the coast. Visitors to a range of sites along the Coorong were
intercepted at random and asked to complete the survey. A total of 783 useable surveys were
collected. For the study, trip costs were estimated as a function of distance travelled with
variations for the size of the car, together with additional costs such as accommodation (but
excluding food) and an allowance for travel time at one third of the average Australian wage
rate. Trip costs for groups identified as being on a multi-destination journey were assessed on the
basis of a one-way trip, while groups making a dedicated journey to the Coorong had trip costs
assessed for the round trip. The analysis of TCM was performed using a truncated negative
binomial (TNB) regression. They estimated aggregate consumer surplus to be AUD$30.5 million
per annum at the Coorong.
Dorison (2012) estimated the total economic value of trout anglers in the state of Georgia
with a TCM. There are 32 counties in Georgia where trout populations and angling are known to
occur. A sample of licenced trout anglers across the state and non-resident anglers were
surveyed. Respondents were provided a map of these counties, and instructed to mark on it how
many trips were taken to each county for the primary purpose of trout angling in the previous
season. All these trip data and associated trip costs were pooled together to estimate an average
demand function for all surveyed anglers. The empirical estimation method employed a
truncated negative binomial regression. Consumer surplus per trip per person estimates ranged
from US$60.02 to US$164.57, while annual aggregate estimates of consumer surplus ranged
from US$72.7 to US$199.5 million, depending upon the assumed opportunity costs of time.
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2.3.2 Multiple site TCM and literature
The random utility maximization (RUM) model is the most frequently used multiple site
travel cost model, it is especially useful when there are many alternative recreational sites (i.e.,
fishing destinations) that vary in attributes important to anglers. An angler visits only one site on
a given choice occasion, and over the course of a season will visit only a few sites; the observed
number of trips taken by an angler will be zero for most sites. The travel cost RUM model
considers an angler’s choice of one fishing site from a set of many possible sites (choice set) on a
single choice occasion, instead of a “quantity demanded” in a specified period of time as in a
single site model. The demand for fishing at any site is a function of the travel costs and the
characteristics or ‘attributes’ of the sites included in the choice set. Each fishing site can be
represented by a combination of attributes, such as the catch rate or water quality of the site, as
well as the travel costs of getting to the site. The choice of a particular site implicitly reveals an
angler’s willingness to trade off one site attribute for another. Since travel cost is included as an
attribute, the model is capable of capturing trade-offs between money and other attributes.
Therefore, the dollar value of incremental changes in fishery attributes can be estimated.
Hoehn et al. (1996) conducted a study to value the recreational angling resources in the state
of Michigan. There are hundreds of fishing sites in Michigan, and 854 sites were included in the
RUM. Data on the site level attributes / variables were collected from secondary sources, mainly
from the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), which were catch rates, inland
lake surface area, and quality of the stream. Different types of fisheries were assigned with
different types of attributes: the Great Lake sites are all described by predicted catch rates, the
inland lakes are described by surface area acreage, and rivers are described by water quality.
While data on the behaviour of anglers were obtained through a telephone survey. The survey
had a combined cross-section/longitudinal, i.e., panel, design: a cross-section of anglers were
each called several times over the course of the fishing season to ask them about their angling
behaviours. Based on the data collected, the parameters of the demand model were estimated
using standard techniques. From the estimation results, the value of incremental changes in
angling experience was estimated. This value is represented by the willingness to pay (WTP) for
a change in catch rates.
Hoehn et al. also estimated the access value of one of their 854 sites; i.e., what anglers are
willing to pay for the opportunity to fish in a particular site should the site be closed. The access
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value to one of the sites is calculated by dropping it out of the model as if it is closed. Suppose
site A is closed due to pollution, using RUM theory, an angler’s choice occasion utility with and
without site A (before and after the site closure) can be calculated, such that the decline in utility
or welfare loss due to the site closure is the access value of site A. Likewise, the WTP for a
change in a site characteristic, such as catch rate, is calculated by measuring the utility change
between the new catch rate and old catch rate. This is made possible by knowing the demand
parameter on catch rate, which can be estimated by the RUM econometrically.
Hicks and Gautam (2000) applied a travel cost RUM to measure the economic value of
marine recreational angling in the United States. The site level attributes / variables used are
travel cost, travel time and five types of expected catch rates. The parameters estimated by the
model were all statistically significant, and their signs all met with prior expectations: anglers
prefer sites with lower travel cost, shorter travel time, holding all other things equal. Similarly,
anglers prefer sites with higher expected catch rates regardless of what species group was
targeted. The results showed that marine recreational angling in the Northeast United States is a
very valuable resource. The aggregate access value6 for states such as Massachusetts, New York,
New Jersey, Maryland and Virginia reach hundreds of million dollars.
In summary, the RUM has several advantages:
1. It can accommodate various substitute sites and many types of fishing trips.
2. It can estimate value change due to change in site quality or site closure.
3. It can predict anglers’ likelihood of participation, and how often they fish.
However, as Hicks and Gautam’s (2000) point out that the RUM model measures changes
in well-being relative to other substitutes being open to the individual; i.e., it is not capable of
handling policy changes that might eliminate all fishing alternatives for individuals. Therefore,
the total value of the Northeast United States fisheries cannot be measured with RUM.
Consequently, RUM does not fit the purpose of this study, because the objective is to estimate
the aggregate value of freshwater recreational angling in Otago.

2.4 TCM applications in New Zealand

6

Defined by the authors as the value of access to fisheries (that is, what people are willing to pay for the opportunity
to go recreational fishing in a particular area), this is the same as the value of the fisheries.
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The practice of applying TCM to value recreational fisheries in cost benefit analysis is
fairly well established in New Zealand. Kerr and Greer (2004) estimated the economic values of
the Rangitata River for recreational angling, using a survey conducted via telephone interview
due to the need to obtain a high response rate in a short time. The survey sample was drawn from
the population of adult whole season licensees of the Central South Island and North Canterbury
Fish and Game regions who had fished the Rangitata River during 1999-2000, as the authors
believe that the bulk of Rangitata River angling effort is contributed by anglers from these two
regions (Unwin, 1991). The opportunity cost of time was considered for time spent travelling to
and from the river, but was not considered for time spent fishing on site. The travel time value
used was 35% of the average hourly wage in 2000. The study applied a truncated negative
binomial regression to model fishing trip frequency, the result showing the consumer surplus to
be between NZD$2.5 and NZD$6.2 million per year (adjusted to July 2013 levels using the
consumers’ price index). The authors found that the high value of the Rangitata River for
recreational angling compared with that of other premier New Zealand fisheries. The results
were used as evidence by FGNZ to apply for a water conservation order on the Rangitata River
(Kerr and Greer, 2004). This study marked as a case in New Zealand where non-market value
estimates (especially the result from a travel cost analysis) have been recognized in a formal
decision making process.
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Chapter 3. Methodology
This chapter explains in detail the methods applied to estimate the value to domestic anglers
of freshwater recreational fisheries in Otago. The first section explains how a single site TCM is
applied in the Otago fishery valuation. The next two sections describe the specifics of the model
applied. The final sections explain how the survey is designed for collecting data necessary to
construct the model variables.

3.1 Geographical considerations
The Otago Fish and Game Region is some 32,000 square kilometres in area, with 126
discrete fisheries identified in the Region. These fisheries offer opportunities to fish in five broad
categories: Urban, Rural, Natural, Backcountry and Remote (Otago Fish & Game Council,
2013). More importantly, they are geographically wide spread throughout the Otago region,
posing differing travel costs to anglers living across the region. Take an angler who lives in
Dunedin7 for example. He takes regular fishing trips to a local fishery because it is close to
home, and takes maybe a couple of holiday fishing trips to the Southern Lakes area. His
behaviour is best represented by two typical trips to represent the two types of trips, one being a
typical local trip in the neighbourhood, the other being a long distance trip taken as a holiday
vacation.
As described in the literature review, a number of studies have used a single-site TCM to
value access to recreation sites spread over relatively large geographic areas. In this study, the
Otago region is divided into four geographical areas defined based on the suggestions of FGNZ
staff. These areas, which are shown in Figure 3.1, are the Southern Lakes (A), Central Otago
(B), South Otago (C), and Dunedin/Coastal Otago (D) areas. Each of the four areas represents a
group of relatively similar angling opportunities. In addition, each area corresponds roughly to
local council, i.e., territorial local authority, boundaries.

7

Dunedin is Otago’s main population centre as 60% of the Otago region’s population live in Dunedin
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Figure 3.1: Four areas of the FGNZ Otago region, A: Southern Lakes; B: Central Otago, C:
South Otago, and D: Dunedin/Coastal Otago.

The Southern Lakes area is mountainous and dominated by three large glacial lakes: Lake
Wakatipu, Lake Wanaka and Lake Hawea. Their tributary rivers, draining relatively unmodified
mountain catchments, support the most pristine and important backcountry fisheries in Otago
(Otago Fish & Game Council, 2013).
Central Otago is both rugged and relatively arid. Many rivers in the area supply water for
irrigation and there are numerous reservoirs constructed for both irrigation and hydro electricity
generation. Surrounded by a windswept landscape, or sitting amidst vast rock tors are small lakes
formed for irrigation and local water supply, such as Lake Onslow and Poolburn. These are
unique regional fishing spots and favourites with the local anglers.
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Coastal Otago is relatively wet and is dominated by the lower reaches of major rivers (the
Clutha and the Taieri) and large lowland wetlands such as Lakes Waihola, Waipori and
Tuakitoto and estuaries such as Kaikorai, Waikouaiti and Catlins (Otago Fish & Game Council,
2013).
South and West Otago are dominated by the catchments of the Pomahaka and Waipahi
rivers, and their tributaries. These have traditionally been of high value for their brown trout
fishery, with the Pomahaka River in recent times becoming known for its salmon run. Whilst the
lowland country in these areas is intensively farmed, the hill country is either extensively farmed
or in exotic forestry. Upland wetlands are a major feature of the Waipahi and Catlins catchments
in particular (Otago Fish & Game Council, 2013).

3.2 Survey design
The survey begins by asking the respondents to answer a set of questions about themselves
and their situation (e.g., demographic questions) and to report which of the four areas they fished
in during the last fishing season. The survey then works the respondents through an identical set
of trip-related questions for each of the four areas in which they fished. To simplify completion
of the survey, the respondent is asked to think of a ‘typical’ or average trip to represent his or her
angling efforts in each area during the last angling season (Parsons, 2003). The respondent is
then asked to report the total number of trips to anywhere in the area.
The survey thereby provides four sets of data that allow estimation of the angling demand for
each of the four areas of Otago, respectively. The results readily allow calculation of consumer
surplus for an average fishing trip in each area. This average can be aggregated to provide an
estimate of total consumer surplus for each area. The sum of the consumer surplus of the four
areas provides an estimate of the total net dollar value to anglers of freshwater angling in Otago
as a whole, i.e., of the total value of access to Otago freshwater recreational fisheries.
The survey questions were initially written based on the TCM literature; some questions
were taken and adapted from other fishery study surveys, such as the Hoehn et al. (1996) travel
cost RUM study. Essentially, the literature provided a framework to build on, and most questions
were tailored to meet the needs of this study. Questions related to fishing trips were created to fit
the angler traveling patterns and characteristics in Otago. Information about such patterns and
characteristics were provided by experienced FGNZ Otago regional staff who have rich
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experiences in surveying anglers in Otago. The complete survey appears in Appendix A. The
questions can be categorized into three groups:
1. Fishing trip frequency ‘dependent variable’
2. Fishing trip travel cost ‘price variables’
3. Demographics and other ‘demand curve shifters’
3.2.1 Quantity of fishing
The dependent variable in the TCM is the quantity of fishing over the relevant time
period. The most frequently used measure of ‘quantity’ of fishing in the TCM literature is the
number of trips per season. However, the definition of ‘trip’ varies across studies and it is
important to define a ‘trip’ in this study. The Southern Lakes area in particular is a worldrenowned fishing destination and a popular holiday destination for both New Zealanders and
international tourists. The region attracts tourists (potential anglers) from all over the world, and
there are also a large number of holiday homes in the area. Therefore multiple-day fishing trips
in this area are common.
Some studies choose to focus only on single-day trips, such as Kelch et al. (2006). Their
response rate from multiple-day trips respondents was low, so they considered multiple-day trips
as insignificant, and used only single-day trip data for the analysis. This assumption makes the
TCM model simple, and the data clean. However, according to Otago Fish and Game staff, there
are a lot of holiday anglers in the Southern Lakes area, and they represent a great value to the
fishery, i.e., these fishing trips, which are usually multiple-day trips, should not be ignored.
Therefore, the Otago recreational angling model needed to be designed to accommodate
multiple-day trips as well as single-day trips.
To illustrate the significance of this issue, suppose there are two anglers, call them
‘Close’ and ‘Far’. Angler Close lives in the Southern Lakes area, and angler Far lives in Dunedin
(the most populous city in Otago, about 300 kilometres from Southern Lakes area). Local angler
Close faces a relatively small travel cost to fish in the area, and angler Far faces a much higher
travel cost to do so. Assume that the two are similar demographically and have a similar interest
in fishing. Angler Close takes 20 day-trips from home to fish in the area in one season, so the
number of trips is 20. However, for angler Far, driving from Dunedin to the Southern Lakes area
and back takes roughly eight hours, and so it is unlikely for him to make a one-day fishing trip
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and still be able to enjoy fishing. Therefore, angler Far chooses to take three multiple-day trips
from home to the Southern Lakes area in one season, and for each trip from home, he stays in a
camping ground, motel or a holiday home (if he has one) for a week and takes six day-trips from
the motel or holiday home to fish in the area. Did angler Far take three trips or did he take 18
trips over the season?
Initially, during the survey development, “angling day” was considered as a measurement
of fishing quantity, because “angling day” seems to measure the “quantity of fishing an angler
has done” reasonably well. So in the above mentioned case, angler Close consumes 20 angling
days, and angler Far consumes 18 angling days. However, given how the cost of travel to a
recreation site influences the frequency of recreation at that site in a travel cost model, angler
Close faces a much lower cost of travel to the Southern lakes area than angler Far does. All else
being equal, angler Close should take more trips than angler Far. But, if fishing trips are
calculated by “angling day”, both anglers end up taking a similar number of trips.
The problem lies in the way a “trip” is defined. Since the travel cost is defined as the cost
of travelling from the angler’s permanent residence to fishing sites, the starting point of a “trip”
should be the angler’s permanent residence, instead of a hotel or holiday home. Therefore, the
dependent variable can be defined as: the number of trips taken from an angler’s permanent
residence to the fishing site per season. Accordingly, the survey question “In total how many
separate trips from your permanent residence did you take in which fishing was at least one of
the primary reasons for the trip?” is designed to collect these data.
The problem is that angler Far sensibly takes fewer trips than angler Close, but then
fishes a lot more per trip, presumably enjoying correspondingly more surplus per trip. Using the
trip from home as the dependent variable imposes the same quantity of fishing per trip on each
angler. Far and close are essentially paying different prices for different products. Ignoring this
can easily bias the estimate of consumer surplus.
The source of the bias is illustrated in Figure 4. The solid line is the demand curve that
both anglers have in common. With his low cost of travelling from home to the fishing site,
Close takes 20 day trips. His price/quantity combination is plotted on the demand curve as point
B. With his high cost of travel, Far would not take any single-day trips; the cost of travel
imposes a price above what is commonly referred to as his ‘choke point’. Instead, he takes three
multiple-day trips, which could be plotted as shown by point A if the quantity of fishing is
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measured as the number of trips from home. If points A and B are used to estimate demand, the
resulting estimate of the consumer surplus enjoyed by Close will be too high.
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Figure 3.2: Demand curves comparison under two model specifications
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How might this potential bias in a way that allows us to use the relatively large number of
observations on multiple-day trips be dealt with? Kealy and Bishop (1986) develop a model in
which individuals take travel costs into consideration to choose the number of trips from home
and the number of days per trip jointly. Once near the recreation site, the length-of-stay decision
is assumed fixed, for example, by the need to return home for work. Recreationists nonetheless
take their recreation days in multiple-day packages which best suit their needs. The implication
is that when anglers make their decisions about trips, presumably well in advance, they think in
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terms of the average cost of angling per day. If they travel a long way or otherwise pay a high
cost to reach a fishing site, they tend to fish more days on the site in order to spread the high
travel cost over more days of fishing.
Therefore the dependent variable can be re-specified as the number of angling days per
season. This way, one angling day for angler Close is reasonably similar to one angling day for
angler Far. Applying the same logic to the travel cost variable, the total travel cost of a trip needs
to be averaged by the number of angling days in a trip. Angler Close fishes 20 angling days in a
season, while angler Far fishes 18 angling days (6 day-trips * 3 trips from home) at a lower
travel cost per day, which corresponds to the price/quantity combination labelled C in Figure 3.2.
This new specification can be referred to as the “angling day specification”, and the original
specification as the “trip specification”. Kealy and Bishop (1986) argued that this respecification usefully extends the applicability of the travel cost method. They report that failure
to do so results in overestimation of the value of Great Lakes fishing by 3.5 times.
It is worth pointing out that both of these methods represent fairly crude measures of the
quantity of fishing, as even in one angling day, anglers can fish for varying amounts of time, e.g.,
one hour or less to up to eight hours or more. But by applying an “angling day specification”, the
quantity of fishing is more homogenous across anglers than it is in a “trip specification”,
especially in a fishing area where multiple-day trips are common.

3.2.2 Cost of travel
Each respondent was asked to respond to questions that describe their typical fishing trip.
Answers to these questions were used to construct various measures of travel cost, i.e., the price
of a trip. These were collected for a typical trip only because collecting them for each and every
trip over the season would have lengthened the survey considerably and it would have been
difficult for respondents to recall each and every trip. Moreover, there is no logical way to handle
separate trip information within a season differently in a single site model (Parsons, 2003). Some
studies ask respondents about their last trip to construct their cost measure. In the case of this
study, freshwater recreational fishing in Otago is highly seasonal, most of the fishing is done in
the summer season: December through to March. The survey took place after the end of the
2012/2013 season, such that respondents’ last fishing trip was very likely to have taken place at
the end of the season (winter in New Zealand), which may not be representative of the season.
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Therefore data was collected on respondents’ typical fishing trips to represent their angling
efforts in the season.
Parsons (2003) explained that trip cost is the sum of the expenses required to make a trip
possible. The typical costs for a day trip include: transit expenses, time costs, access fees, and
any equipment costs specific to the day trip. As the Otago angling model needed to
accommodate overnight trips as well as day trips, accommodation costs were also considered as
‘other’ fishing related expenses.
Transit expenses
Transit expenses include round trip expenses associated with the fishing trip from an
angler’s permanent residence to the fishing site. For international anglers, there are two questions
to collect this information, the first one directly asks for the angler’s perception of money spent
on the trip, including payments for airfare, car hire, fuel, etc. for the round-trip transportation to
and from their permanent residence to the fishing destination in Otago. The second question asks
about any other fishing-related expenses, which includes local accommodation, boat fuel, bait,
guide service, helicopter, etc. Another question about the place of origin of international anglers
(city and country) was later added to the survey, in order to judge the veracity of the perceived
cost stated by international anglers.
For domestic anglers, the most common mode of transportation is by personal vehicle.
Traditionally there are three methods for measuring such travel cost (Bateman, 1993). The first
method uses only estimated fuel costs as a function of distance travelled, while the second
method considers estimated full car costs that include fuel, insurance and maintenance as a
function of distance travelled. The third method uses the costs as perceived by the respondent.
Since individuals base trip decisions in part on perceived cost, which may in fact diverge from
actual cost, the respondent-reported estimate is compelling (Bennett, 1996, Bateman, 1993). The
advantage of using perceived cost is that analysts do not need to construct the cost estimate
function. However, objective estimates based on analyst computations as described in the above
second method is the most commonly used method in the literature (Rolfe and Dyack, 2011,
Kelch et al., 2006). The data are cleaner in the sense that they are uniform across individuals.
For the purposes of comparison, the survey was designed to include both travel distance
and perceived cost questions for calculation with the second and the third method mentioned
above, respectively. To calculate personal vehicle travel cost as a function of distance travelled,
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the New Zealand Automobile Association (NZAA)’s 2013 estimate of the average cost of
operating a vehicle per kilometre was used. These costs include annual relicensing, insurance,
warrant of fitness cost, capital cost, depreciation value, fuel cost, tire cost, repairs and
maintenance. As the NZAA operating costs are only calculated on ownership of a new vehicle
for the first five years, depreciation is one of the biggest influences on the overall results.
Adjustments need to be made for older vehicles, respondents were asked in the survey to select
one of three age ranges of their vehicle. For vehicle less than five years old, the AA data is used
directly; for vehicles older than ten years old, the depreciation value is removed; for vehicles
between five to ten years old, half of the NZAA’s depreciation value is used. The distance
travelled was asked about directly in the survey, and can be cross checked by reported residence
postal code and area of reported fishing.
Since travel expenses may be shared by several people (even if they were not all fishing),
efforts were made in designing the survey questions to apportion the expenses. Respondents
were asked to report the number of people sharing transportation costs with “On your typical
trip, how many other people did you share out-of-pocket transportation costs with?” and “include
only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not all fish”.

Time cost of a trip
We reckon hours and minutes to be dollars and cents.
---T. C. Haliburton, The Clockmaster

Time is a scarce resource, i.e., allocating it to a fishing trip incurs a cost in addition to the
out of pocket expenses anglers have paid for the trip. Time spent in transit to and from the
recreation site and the time spent recreating on the site constitute time that could have been
devoted to other endeavours. The value of those lost opportunities is the time cost of the trip,
which often accounts for an important portion of the total trip cost and deserves careful attention.
This is an implicit cost, as there is no monetary transaction taking place. Most TCM studies
include it in the analysis.
The time cost calculation in most fishery valuation applications is related to an angler’s
wage in some way. This relationship has a theoretical basis as long as the angler has a flexible
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working hour arrangement and can substitute work time and leisure time at the margin (Parsons,
2003). Under such assumptions, an angler increases the number of hours working until the wage
at the margin is equal to the value of an hour in leisure. Multiplying the hourly wage by transit
plus on-site time, in this case, results in a fair estimate of time cost of the trip. However, the
simple work / leisure trade-off does not apply to anglers working on a fixed forty hour per week
salary job. These anglers do not have the flexibility to shift the time in and out of work in
exchange for leisure. The trade-off also does not apply to individuals who are not in the labour
force, such as unemployed people, retired people, homemakers, and students.
Despite the above difficulty, the most commonly applied approach to value trip time in
practical applications is still wage-based. For people with fixed work schedules most studies
impute an hourly wage using annual income. The reported annual personal income from our
survey is divided by the number of working hours in a year (a number in the range between
2,000 and 2,080). It is common to see some fraction of the imputed wage used to value trip time,
anywhere from one third of the wage to the full wage. When Kerr and Greer (2004) valued the
Rangitata River fishery, the transit time was valued at 35% of the average hourly wage at the
time of the study. This figure was chosen because it is very close to the value of travel time used
by Transfund New Zealand in its Project Evaluation Manual (Transfund New Zealand, 1998),
and is close to travel time value estimates from other New Zealand studies (ART Team, 1996,
Booz-Allen and Hamilton et al., 2000, McDermott Miller Limited, 1997). In the Kerr and Greer
study, on site recreation time is not valued.
According to Feather and Shaw (1999), the practice of using some fraction of the
imputed wage to value trip time stems from the early transportation literature wherein analysts
had imputed the time cost in empirical travel study. The recreation literature has more or less
accepted one third as the lower bound and the full wage as the upper bound, but neither is on
firm ground. Therefore, some analysts calculate consumer surplus using the full range of a wage
fraction assigned to the opportunity cost of time, and state that the true consumer surplus lies
between the lower and upper bound figure. For example, Chizinski et al. (2005) applied the TCM
to estimate the per day consumer surplus for anglers at a reservoir (Lake Kemp, Texas) with low
visitation rates. The average per-day consumer surplus for anglers was US$61, US$64, US$73
and US$122, respectively, for the 25%, 33%, 50% and 100% wage rate fractions assigned to the
opportunity cost of time. The results show that the wage rate fraction selection has a great
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influence on the final consumer surplus estimate, i.e., the upper bound estimate is twice as much
as the lower bound estimate.
In this study, respondents were asked to identify their employment situation during the
study time period. For those who were employed, further questions were asked to collect their
before tax income (seven ranges were provided for selection). The median number of each range
was then used as a base for calculating their opportunity cost of time. For those who were not
employed or retired during the study period, their opportunity cost of time was assumed to be
zero, as they were not able to exchange time spent on recreation for any income or paid work.
In addition, a survey question was designed to elicit a stated value of how Otago anglers
value their transit time: “We can also ask you more directly about the dollar value of your time
spent in transit. Suppose you decide to fish three-hour's drive away. How much do you think that
you would typically be willing to pay to avoid that third hour of travel, i.e., just to avoid
spending the time on the road?” and offered a multiple choice of dollar values ranging from zero
to above fifty as answers to choose from. The answers to this question could somehow provide a
feel of how anglers value their time spent on transit.
As discussed earlier, the time spent on a fishing trip has two components, one is the time
spent in transit, and the other is the time spent fishing on site. The time spent in transit is
assumed to be exogenous, determined by the distance required to travel to reach the fishing site,
which is usually considered a net cost, even though some may argue driving can sometimes be
an enjoyable recreational pastime, especially when driving to a fishing site. The time spent on
site recreating is more complicated as its duration is endogenous, chosen by individual anglers.
Spending more time fishing on site should enhance the value of the fishing experience, but this
time also has an opportunity cost as any other time, therefore, on site time is both a utility and a
cost of the trip. Considering the dual effect of on-site time, being both a utility and a cost, it was
assumed that the time spent on-site has net zero opportunity cost. Similar treatment of on-site
time can be found in Whitten and Bennett (2002), Kerr and Greer (2004) and Rolfe and Prayaga
(2007).
Therefore, the Otago TCM model followed Kerr and Greer (2004), anglers’ opportunity
cost of time, being calculated only for time spent on transit, and measured by using 35% of the
anglers’ hourly wage rate.
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Other fishing related expenses
Other fishing related expenses in the Otago model include local accommodation for
multiple-day trips, boat fuel, bait, guide services and helicopter (especially on backcountry
fisheries for international anglers) etc. These costs are straight forward, and can be attributed to
the sole purpose of fishing. The survey questions were designed specifically to collect such
information directly in New Zealand dollar values.
The cost of durable fishing equipment such as rods, lines and reels is often excluded in
fishery valuation studies, because it is difficult to estimate and is generally a negligible portion of
trip cost when the full cost is amortized over the life of the equipment (Parsons, 2003). Similarly,
they are not included in this study.
Therefore, in the Otago TCM model, overall travel cost is the sum of transit expense,
time cost (opportunity cost of time spent on transit), and other fishing related cost. These costs
are collected on a per typical trip from permanent residence basis in the survey. For the “trip”
specification, the sum amount can be used directly. For the “angling day” specification, this sum
is divided by the angling days per trip.

3.2.3 Demographics and other demand shifters
Demographic variables are necessary in a demand model to control for underlying
differences in circumstances across individuals. These variables are factors other than travel cost
believed to influence the number of trips taken over a time period. Some common determinants
of demand include income, age, education, race, gender, number of children (Loomis and Walsh,
1997). Although the complete list of possible shifters is long, most analysts are parsimonious in
their selection. Studies typically include one to five variables as demand shifters (Parsons, 2003).
During the process of survey design, in order to ensure a full specification for the Otago
angling model, various possible demand shifters were considered. Survey questions were
designed to collect information on gender, age, fishing licence type, level of fishing expertise,
angling club membership, household composition, personal income, household income, choice
of primary residence location, education, price of substitutes and employment status:
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Gender and age
Previous studies found men to have higher involvement in recreational angling than
women (Schroeder et al., 2006), which is consistent with our sample. Among our domestic
respondents, there are 72.7% male; among international respondents, the male percentage is even
higher at 86.3%. Age may have mixed effects on anglers’ fishing trip patterns, as anglers enter
the age of retirement, they will have more free time for recreation, and their opportunity cost of
time will decrease significantly, therefore they tend to take more fishing trips. However, on the
other hand, as anglers become older, they may become less energetic and therefore demand
fewer fishing trips (Ojumu et al., 2009).
Fishing licence type, level of fishing expertise, angling club membership
Survey questions were designed to collect licence type, fishing expertise and club
membership information from anglers. In New Zealand, FGNZ issues three types of freshwater
fishing licences: they are adult whole season, family whole season, and part season or 24 hour
licence. It seems plausible to expect that whole season licence holders will take more fishing
trips than part season or 24 hour licence holders. The level of fishing expertise is a score from 1
to 100 (1 being a novice, 100 being an expert) anglers rate themselves; this was often used in
recreational angling studies as an indicator of fishing experience. It is assumed that higher
expertise anglers will take more fishing trips than lower expertise anglers, holding everything
else constant. Angler club membership is a common question in fishery studies to gain
knowledge of anglers’ interest in fishing. The answers to these questions will pick up unobserved
measures of intensity of interest in fishing.
Household size and composition
Anglers were asked to provide information on household information, such as household
size, number of children that are under the age of 18, and number of people in the household that
fish. Usually, a larger household size means more time needed to take care of family business,
and less time for fishing, and so fewer trips.
Personal income and household income
Personal income directly affects an angler’s opportunity cost of time, i.e. the cost of time
spent in transit and fishing rather than in paid work. Household income, in contrast, relates to an
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angler’s disposable income available for recreation, such as fishing. Usually, the higher
household income, the more fishing trips an angler can take, holding everything else constant.
Choice of primary residence location
The price of a trip to a fishing site in the Otago TCM model is determined by the distance
between an angler’s primary residence to the fishing site. That price is assumed to be exogenous
to the angler and is treated the same as a price in a typical demand analysis. However, if an
angler considers proximity to his or her typical fishing site in making decisions about where to
live, the angler, in effect, is choosing the price he or she will pay for visiting the site. Obviously,
anglers who favour fishing will be more inclined to live closer to fishing sites than anglers that
do not, therefore, they take more fishing trips. The answer to this survey question can serve as an
indicator of how keen an angler is on fishing.
Employment status
Employment status maybe considered an indicator of leisure time availability, therefore,
anglers who are not employed or not full-time employed during the fishing season tend to take
more fishing trips, holding everything else constant.
Price of substitutes
As previously discussed, it is important to include the price of substitutes in our TCM
analysis, otherwise, an upward bias is likely to occur in the welfare estimates. While inclusion of
the substitute has been generally accepted as important, it remains unresolved whether to select
an alternative site or an alternative activity as a substitution variable (Bowker et al., 1996).
In the Georgia trout angling study, Dorison (2012) used a categorical variable as the
substitution variable. Respondents were asked to choose among the following substitutes: go
somewhere else in Georgia to trout fish, go somewhere else in Georgia for an alternative activity,
go out of state to trout fish, stay home, or go to work. A similar approach is adopted in this study
in that the respondent chooses one of four alternatives: go to the area anyway but not fish, go
somewhere else for recreation (fishing or other recreation), stay home, and go to work.
Essentially, it is the cost of the alternative that matters, so all substitute activities were combined
into one choice by a follow up question: “If you go somewhere else to recreate, how many
kilometres round-trip is it from your permanent residence?”. The kilometres reported in the
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follow up question would be used to calculate the price of substitute. For respondents who
choose “go to work” and “stay home”, the prices of substitutes were given the value of zero.
The option of ‘go to the area anyway but not fish’ allows for the possibility that some
anglers would have taken the original trip to engage in recreational activities other than fishing
when on holiday with their family. For respondents who choose this option, their substitute price
will be the same transit expense to the fishing site, but not counting any fishing related costs.
However, it need to acknowledged that it is a difficult task to specify a relevant substitute
in the model, in part because there are a lot of potential substitutes, and their qualities could vary,
as the RUM model acknowledges: I might go somewhere else closer (so, lower cost, but it’s a
poorer substitute because I don’t like it as well. Our specification so far has no capability for
handling the differences in substitute quality compared to fishing in Otago.

3.3 Treatment of multiple purpose trips
Fishing trips in Otago can be taken for single or multiple purposes. On a single purpose
trip, an angler engages only in fishing at the site. This kind of trip fits the travel cost model well.
The angler leaves home, travels to a fishing site, fishes for some time, and then returns home. All
the travel costs and time costs can be attributed to the fishing experience. On a multiple purpose
trip, an angler does more than fishing, for instance, he or she may visit family or friends along
the way, take side trips for business, go shopping, go site seeing, or engage in recreational
activities other than fishing. Such trips may be common in the Southern Lakes area due to the
tourist nature of the area. These multiple purpose trips are more complicated, i.e., trip expenses
and time cost do not relate to fishing experiences alone. Instead, anglers’ costs relate to a
package of experiences. Attempts to apportion trip costs across the different purposes are
difficult. There is no logical way to identify the marginal cost of the recreation portion of the trip
unless some restrictions are placed on the model (Parsons and Wilson, 1997). For this reason, the
"sole purpose" is a basic assumption underlying the TCM model. For example, Freeman (2003)
assumes that each trip to the site is for the sole purpose of visiting the site. If the purpose of the
trip is to visit two or more sites or to visit a relative en route, then at least part of the travel cost
would be a joint cost which cannot be properly allocated among multiple purposes. Smith and
Kopp (1980) note that the travel cost method assumes that the recreational trip is intended for the
use of the recreation site only and not to serve multiple objectives. Haspel and Johnson (1982)
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state that the travel cost method assumes, among other things, that all travel costs are incurred
exclusively to obtain access to the single specific recreation site.
Therefore, when empirically applying a TCM, most studies focus on single purpose trips.
Kerr and Greer’s (2004) in their study of the Rangitata River did not collect information on trip
activities other than fishing. It was assumed that all fishing trips to the Rangitata River were
made for the sole purpose of fishing. This assumption appeared reasonable given the experiences
of fishery scientists familiar with the Rangitata River anglers (Graybill, personal communication;
Unwin, personal communication). The authors also stated that if multi-purpose trips were
significant, the results developed would overestimate angling benefits. Dorison (2012) instructed
anglers to report only trips that were taken for the primary purpose of trout fishing, therefore all
the travel costs reported can be attributed to trout fishing. All these treatments or assumptions to
the model can simplify the model greatly, and make cost data clean and easy to use. But as noted
by Kerr and Greer, these assumptions will pose a downward bias to the benefit estimate if
multiple day/purpose trips are significant.
In the Otago model, assuming all fishing trips are intended for fishing only is not
realistic, especially in the Southern Lakes area, where out of town anglers usually take extended
holiday trips, and fishing may not be the primary purpose of the whole holiday, and may well be
a spur of the moment activity. When a holiday person arrives at Southern Lakes area from out of
town and stays in a local holiday park, taking various recreational activities may include fishing
from the holiday park. How should such fishing trips be handled in the TCM analysis? Parsons
and Wilson (1997) present a theory for analysing incidental consumption in a single site
recreation demand model. They argue that incidental consumption on a recreation trip, such as a
visit to see friends or a visit to a second recreation site, can be treated as a complementary good
and analysed using conventional theory. They also show that the analysis applies whether the
side trips are incidental or joint8. In a simple application, they find that failing to account for
incidental consumption appears to create little bias in valuing the recreation site.

8

Incidental consumption trips are the side trips taken with the main purpose trip, but if the main purpose trip is not
made, the side trips are necessarily foregone, but the availability of side trip does not affect the main fishing trip. On
the other hand, in a joint consumption situation, the whole trip is taken for dual purposes of both the main purpose
trip and the side trip, in which, if neither of the purpose is lost, the trip is not taken at all PARSONS, G. R. &
WILSON, A. J. 1997. Incidental and Joint Consumption in Recreation Demand. Agricultural and Resource
Economics Review, 26, 1-6..
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This study follows Rolfe and Prayaga (2007) by including a scale question devised to
elicit the weight / importance of fishing in the whole trip when there are activities other than
fishing taking place: “Relative to all the other things you did in Otago on this trip, fishing was:”,
then a scale from 0 to 100% is given with 0 meaning “fishing is only an incidental part of the
trip”, 50% meaning “fishing is equally important as other activities”, and 100% meaning “fishing
is essentially the sole purpose of the trip”. Respondents’ selections were recorded as a weight
value (in percentage terms) of how important fishing is in the typical trip to the area. The
portion of travel cost attributed to fishing can then be estimated by multiplying the whole trip
travel cost by this weight value. However, ‘other fishing related expenses’ exclusively devoted to
fishing are not weighted by this percentage.

3.4 Survey population and sampling strategy
A strategy was developed to sample the licenced anglers who fished in the Otago region.
There are essentially two approaches: on-site and off-site sampling. In on-site sampling, anglers
are intercepted at the site and asked to complete an oral or written survey. The survey may be
completed on the spot or given to anglers to mail back to a specified address at a later time. It
can even be done by recruiting respondents on site and later mailing a survey to their home
addresses. In this case, the anglers are asked only to provide addresses at the site.
On-site sampling has the advantage of hitting the target population directly. But it can be
difficult to conduct in such a way that a random sample of anglers is obtained. In the case of
Otago, there are many different fisheries, when and where to sample? Additionally, on-site
sampling tends to over-sample more frequent anglers (Shaw, 1988). This was reflected in Kelch
et al.’s (2006) study, where they point out that the results of their survey were likely biased
toward the frequent and successful anglers, because surveyors typically went out on days when
they were more likely to encounter more anglers, which were likely to be better fishing days. The
probability of surveyors intercepting anglers who made a large number of trips is higher than that
of intercepting anglers who made relatively fewer angling trips.
Off-site sampling was applied in this study. There are two popular off-site survey methods,
the conventional mail survey and the modern online survey. Compared to mail surveys, the
online survey has obvious advantages, such as elimination of paper, mail out, postage, and data
entry costs. It also provides the convenience of overcoming international boundaries as
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significant barriers to conducting surveys (such as in the present case, where international
anglers were also surveyed). In addition, the time required for survey implementation can be
reduced from weeks to days, or even hours. Most importantly, online survey methodology offers
the potential for dramatically reducing the close correspondence between sample size and survey
costs. Once the online data collection system has been developed, the cost of surveying each
additional respondent is minimal. These advantages may result in decisions to survey the entire
population rather than only a sample (Dillman, 2011). Based on the above considerations, the
survey in this study was online based.
The survey population was defined as all anglers who have fished in the Otago Region in the
2012/13 angling season. A fishing licence issued by any of the twelve FGNZ regions is required
when fishing in the freshwater in Otago, and anglers from the neighbouring regions, especially
those who live close to the region borders may fish in Otago regularly. According to the latest
National Angling Survey (Unwin, 2009), angling efforts spent by Otago license holders (licenses
issued in Otago) represented 78% of total angling efforts in Otago. The other four major efforts
are from the license regions of Southland (8.3%), overseas (4.2%), Central South Island (3.9%),
and North Canterbury (2.7%). Angling efforts from these five major license regions represented
97.3% of total angling efforts in Otago in the 2007/2008 season. The final sample was drawn
from the licence holders of the Otago, Southland and Central South Island Fish and Game
regions who had fished in Otago fresh water during the 2012/13 season. As anglers from these
three regions represent the bulk Otago fresh water angling activity (Unwin, 2009).
With 41,607 licence holders from these three FGNZ regions, a random sample needed to be
selected for the survey implementation. In order to collect sufficient responses for regression
purpose, and being mindful about a low response rate, all 19,102 anglers with email addresses on
file from the 2012/2013 FGNZ license database were sent the survey invitation email. Users of
the e-mail and internet may not be truly representative of the general population. This lack of
representativeness has been widely discussed, see (Fricker and Schonlau, 2002, Grossnickle and
Raskin, 2001, Miller, 2001, Ray and Tabor, 2003, Wilson and Laskey, 2003). However, in many
nations, this is changing. Fricker and Schonlau (2002) note that the differential between offline
and online populations is quickly closing and may be insignificant in the near future. Scholl et al.
(2002) state that when most of a society has internet access and savvy, the basic drawback for the
use of online survey research – the lack of representativeness –disappears. The internet will then
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be an even more valued tool to obtain information from respondents living in different parts of a
country or around the world, simply and at a low cost. Internet access still varies widely by
country. In 2012, four out of five New Zealand homes had access to the Internet (Bascand,
2013), and the internet penetration rate in New Zealand is 84.5% of population, ranked the 12th
in the world9.

3.5 Survey implementation
The survey implemented in this study was designed via Qualtrics survey software. Qualtrics
has its own survey distribution function, through which responses can be tracked to match each
email address. The survey was distributed through a FGNZ survey partner, Hothouse, which has
been implementing surveys for FGNZ, and has experience in how to get survey invitations
through to Otago anglers with an official FGNZ look, thus enhancing the response rate. A survey
link was generated from Qualtrics, and the link was forwarded to anglers by Hothouse, this way
survey responses became untraceable to email addresses.
The first email invitation was sent out on the first week of February 2014. 1,019 responses
were received by the weekend, which was a 5.33% response rate. A reminder was sent to those
who did not respond to the initial invitation on the Monday of the second week, and about 600
additional responses were received in the following three weeks, raising the response rate to
8.66%. The low response rate was due to the inclusion of Southland and Central South Island
Region anglers (license region perspective), because the chance of them fishing across the border
in Otago is lower than Otago anglers fishing in Otago.

3.6 Data cleaning and calculation
All survey data were downloaded from Qualtrics upon survey completion, and exported
into an Excel file. Data cleaning and calculation are required for statistical analysis. Data
cleaning involves applying a uniform format to the raw survey data, and dealing with unrealistic
and contradictory survey responses. Calculations are performed to construct various measures of
the cost, i.e., price of a fishing trip.
During the survey implementation, some anglers contacted the researcher about having
difficulties with filling in the survey. They insisted on filling in text content for number inputs
9

Internet Penetration Rate Statistics were updated for December 31, 2011, Internet World Stats
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such as the number of trips, number of hours, number of days, and amount of money. Some
individuals tried to add some explanatory text beside their answers. The input validation type had
to be loosened to allow text input in the Qualtrics software to accommodate these anglers.
Therefore, all the text inputs needed to be re-written in a number format in the Excel file.
Some of the observations in the data set had missing information in key variables due to
non-responses. These observations were not included in the final data analysis.
There were quite a few respondents who provided contradictory information, e.g. the
reported kilometres travelled to reach the fishing area does not match even approximately the
actual distance between their permanent residence and the fishing area. In order to verify this
type of information, Wises maps (www.wises.co.nz) were used to estimate the actual distance
from the respondent’s reported town of permanent residence to the fishing area, and the result
was compared to the reported kilometres travelled. For example, there are three respondents who
live in Invercargill and who reported less than 50 kilometres of round trip distance travelled to
reach the Southern Lakes area, whereas the actual distance is at least 250 kilometres. There are
42 respondents from Dunedin who reported less than 300 kilometres travelled round trip to the
Southern Lakes area, while the actual distance is at least 400 kilometres. A possible explanation
for this is that these respondents misinterpreted the survey question. They may have reported
kilometres travelled from a holiday home or a local camp ground after they temporarily settled in
the Southern Lakes area. All 82 such observations from the original 761 observations were
deleted.
Some respondents reported abnormally high numbers of trips or days of fishing. For
example, an international angler from Hong Kong reported 40 trips in a season, and an
Australian angler reported 650 days of fishing in a season. The threshold was set at 328, because
this was the largest number of trips taken in the Southern Lakes area database (a local angler in
the Queenstown area, who reportedly took 328 day-trips to a fishing site 1.5 kilometres away
from his permanent residence in the last season). All nine observations with fishing trips per
season over 328 were removed from the database. A possible explanation for these large
observations is that these respondents did not read the survey question about trip count carefully.
Instead of reporting trips from their permanent residence, they reported trips from a holiday
home, camp ground or any temporary accommodation in the fishing area. A similar procedure
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has been applied in other TCM studies, e.g., Prado (2006) eliminated from the sample all
individual observations who reported over 100 fishing trips per year to a trout fishery.
Other unrealistic or unreasonable responses were also removed from the database, such
as an international angler from the USA who reported 90 days of transit time. Some anglers
report an abnormally high number of people who shared transit expenses. The highest in
Southern Lakes area is 200. All six observations with over ten people sharing were removed.
Some international anglers report an abnormal perceived transit cost of coming to New
Zealand from their home country. An airfare quote was obtained from www.webjet.co.nz.
Booked two months in advance, the amount of NZ$800 was selected as the minimum required
for a round trip from Australia to Otago. Those who reported less than NZ$800 transit cost from
Australia were removed from the database, there are 23 such observations. The threshold was set
at NZ$2,200 for anglers who travelled from the USA, resulting in four observations being
removed and at NZ$2,500 for the United Kingdom, resulting in four observations being
removed. However, it is more difficult to identify reported transit expenses that are abnormally
high, because it is hard to set a price ceiling for international travel. The highest transit cost was
reported from an angler from the USA who reported NZ$100,000 in round trip costs from the US
to Otago. This is four times higher than the second highest. This seems not reasonable, and the
observation was removed from the data set. A similar procedure was applied to the data sets of
the other three areas.
Calculations were performed to construct appropriate explanatory variables. Table 3.2
describes all of the variables included in the analysis and how they were calculated.
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Table 3.2 variables and their specification
variable name in
regression

Description

formula

trips

number of trips taken in the season

reported trip counts

angling days

number of angling days in the season

number of trips  days per trip

calctranscost

calculated round trip transit cost

km  AA operation cost per km

allcostcnt

calculated travel cost without counting
opportunity cost of time

calctranscost + other fishing
related cost

allcost3c

calculated travel cost with time cost
calculated as 35% of hourly wage

calctranscost+ other fishing
related cost + time cost

allcost3cw

calculated travel cost with time cost
calculated as 35% of hourly wage,
weighted by the importance of fishing

calctranscost (weighted by
importance of fishing) + other
fishing related cost + time cost

pcvdtranscost

perceived round trip transit cost

reported perceived transit cost

allcost3p

perceived travel cost with time cost
calculated as 35% of hourly wage

pcvdtranscost + other fishing
related cost+time cost

average travel
cost

average travel cost per angling day for
the angling day specification

various travel cost variables /
angling days

dlicence

licence type

whole season licence=1,
other =0

male

gender

male=1, female=0

dkids

number of children under the age of 18
in household

reported number of children
under 18 in household

hhsize

household size

reported household size: 1-6

age

age of an angler

reported age

dboat

boat usage in the fishing area

used a boat=1, other =0

expertise

level of fishing expertise

reported expertise value

endoglocation

was proximity to fishing in the area
considered when choose home location

yes=1, no=0

dbach

whether or not have a holiday home in
the fishing area

have a holiday home = 1, no
holiday home = 0

subprice

price of substitute

round-trip transit cost of the
substitute activity
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Chapter 4. Data analysis and results
This chapter presents the results of the analysis of the travel cost data. Descriptive
statistics are first reported for both the domestic and the international angler groups. Regression
estimates of a base travel cost model are presented and a variety of regression diagnostics
reported. Finally, the last section provides estimates of the individual and aggregate consumer
surplus values for each of the Otago angling regions and how consumer surplus varies across
angler groups differentiated by the type of fisheries.

4.1 Otago angler characteristics
Among the four fishing areas in Otago, the Southern Lakes area not surprisingly seems
the most popular to both domestic and international anglers. Table 4.1 shows the percentage of
respondents who reported fishing in each of the four areas in Otago. The numbers suggest that
the Southern Lakes area has the most valuable fisheries in Otago. This is consistent with Fish
and Game staff’s expectation, and Central Otago comes second.

Table 4.1 Percentage of respondents who fished in each of the four areas
domestic

international

Southern Lakes area

65.2%

55.9%

Central Otago area

41.5%

20.8%

South Otago area

20.9%

10.4%

Dunedin / Coastal Otago area

23.1%

12.9%

International and domestic anglers differ in their demographics. The descriptive statistics
related specifically to these two groups are explained below and are reported in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics for domestic and international angler group
domestic

international

number of respondents

1,345 (87%)

208 (13%)

response rate

7.9%

10.1%

male %

72.7%

86.3%

club membership %

9.4%

23.8%

average level of expertise (1-100)

61.8

70.3

average age
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employed

67%

62%

retired

10%

24%

average personal income

NZ$73,926

NZ$98,788

household size

2.82

2.59

In total, 1,553 respondents completed the Otago angling survey and provided useable
responses, an overall response rate of 8.1% (useable responses). Among these respondents, 13%
of them were international anglers, and 87% of them were domestic anglers. International
anglers had a response rate of 10.1%, which is higher than the response rate of their domestic
counterparts. Overall, domestic anglers are slightly younger, with fewer retirees, lower personal
incomes, much lower percentage membership in an angling club, lower levels of self-rated
angling expertise, and larger household sizes than international anglers. Domestic anglers had a
slightly higher proportion of employed persons, and international anglers had a higher proportion
of males.
To provide some insight into the extent to which the responses received from
international anglers were representative of the total population of anglers, total licence sales
were analysed by continent of origin (Table 4.3). These results suggest that the responses were
moderately biased in favour of licence holders from Oceania (primarily Australia) and America,
while Europe and Asia are under-represented, but were generally consistent with the pattern of
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sales. This does not necessarily imply that the respondents are representative with respect to their
origins, but it gives some confidence that any selection biases are unlikely to have been large
enough to significantly skew the results.
Table 4.3 Distribution of fishing licences held by overseas anglers by continent of origin (sorted in
descending order of frequency), showing total sales for 2012/13; and the number of responses for
each stratum.

angler origin

number of licences

number of responses

Oceania

2,284 (52.5%)

133 (62.2%)

America

804 (18.5%)

42 (20.9%)

Europe

864 (19.9%)

23 (11.4%)

Asia

355 (8.2%)

10 (5%)

Africa

27 (0.6%)

0 (0%)

others

17 (0.4%)

0 (0%)

Total

4,351

208

4.2 Otago anglers expenditure and preference for site characteristics
In terms of preference for site characteristics, international anglers show a strong
preference for Otago’s back country stream fisheries compared to domestic anglers: 52.6% of
international anglers reported fishing in back country streams, compared to only 9.2% of
domestic anglers. This is similar to the findings of the 2007/08 National Anglers Survey:
overseas visitors showed a marked preference for back country and headwater river fisheries,
which accounted for 41.0% of their total effort as compared to 9.4% for their New Zealand
counterparts (Unwin, 2009).
Domestic and international anglers differ in terms of expenditure, number of trips (trip
counts), length of trip, and time spent fishing per trip. Table 4.4 compares these aspects.
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Table 4.4: Average expenditure, trip data by four areas and international anglers
Southern
Lakes

Central
Otago

South
Otago

Dunedin
/Coastal
Otago

International

average calculated expenditure

$284

$205

$152

$79

N/A

average perceived expenditure

$295

$203

$144

$80

$4,518

average trip count per season

9.2

8

8.9

10.1

1.6

average round trip distance (km)

354

281

222

103

N/A

average trip length in days

2.2

2

2

1.2

9

average on site fishing hours per trip

12.3

11

11.8

5.9
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Fishing related expenditure in Table 4.4 includes out-of-pocket expenses, and does not
include any opportunity cost of transit time. There are two measures of out-of-pocket travel
expenditure: one is calculated by kilometres travelled, the other is the perceived expenditure
reported by anglers.
Calculated expenditure = calculated transit cost + other fishing related costs
Perceived expenditure = reported transit cost + other fishing related costs
International anglers’ fishing trips are much more expensive, on average, than those of
their domestic counterparts, obviously due to the fact that New Zealand is far away from the rest
of the world. International anglers made consequently fewer trips in the season, most (66%)
took only one trip. However, once they got here, they stayed for extended periods of time, and
fished for longer times per trip compared to domestic anglers. The lack of variation in the
number of trips (the dependent variable) prevents estimation of a standard demand curve for
international anglers. This raises the question of whether the international anglers, with their
large travel costs, should simply be pooled with domestic anglers.
While it is normal to analyse the demand patterns of recreational users as one single group,
there are studies that divide the sample into distinct groups. Rolfe and Prayaga (2007) used two
different forms of the TCM to estimate separately the demand for two groups of visitors to
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freshwater dams in Queensland, frequent anglers and occasional anglers. Frequent anglers were
those who fished at a dam more than once a year and occasional anglers were those who fished at
a dam only once a year. The authors thought it likely that occasional anglers were a part of the
tourist market, and had very different visitation and expenditure patterns compared to dedicated
anglers. Therefore, recreation demands for the two groups of anglers were analysed separately.
The frequent anglers were analysed using the individual TCM because the individual anglers in
this group had high visitation rates. The occasional anglers group was analysed using the zonal
TCM because there was no variation in individual visitation rates for anglers in this group.
Because of a similar issue in the Otago angling model, pooling international data together
with domestic data, and calculating an average CS estimate is very likely to skew or inflate the
estimates given the high travel cost and low trip count data from international anglers. Therefore,
the Otago anglers’ data is divided into two groups: international anglers and domestic anglers.
Domestic angler data are estimated for each of the four Otago areas, and international angler data
are pooled together for a separate analysis.
From Table 4.4, it is easy to see that fishing trips taken by domestic anglers vary in their
characteristics across the four geographic areas. Trips taken in Dunedin and Coastal Otago area
were usually shorter in distance and cost less, the average trip length and time spent on site were
shorter, mainly consisting of day-trips. This can be related to the fact that for Dunedin, being the
largest population centre in Otago, trips were mostly taken by local anglers who live within or
very close to the city. Trips taken in the Southern Lakes area were usually longer in distance, and
were therefore more expensive, average trip length and time spent on site were longer, most
likely to consist of multiple day trips. This can be explained by the fact that Southern Lakes area
is a world renowned tourist destination and a popular holiday place for New Zealanders, a lot of
trips taken in the area were taken by anglers who live outside of the area.

4.3 Regression analysis
This section begins with a description of the variables used in the regression analysis,
4.3.1 Initial model specification
The following two regression specifications serve as base models for the estimates of the
demand functions. These base models include all the explanatory variables collected through the
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survey. The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of trips in count data regression models,
so each of the coefficients is interpreted as the percent changes in trips from a one unit change in
the explanatory variable.
ln(trips) =β1(travel cost)+ β2(hhinc)+ β3(endoglocation)+ β4(subprice)+ β5(gender)+
β6(expertise)+ β7(dboat)+ β8(dbach)+ β9(age)+ β10(hhsize)+ β11(education )+
β12(dlicence )+ β13(dclub )+ β14(dfishoccur )+ e

ln(angling-days) =β1(average travel cost)+ β2(hhinc)+ β3(endoglocation)+ β4(subprice)+
β5(gender)+ β6(expertise)+ β7(dboat)+ β8(dbach)+ β9(age)+ β10(hhsize)+ β11(education )+
β12(dlicence )+ β13(dclub )+ β14(dfishoccur )+ e
Table 4.5 provides a description of each variable used in the initial models, and the
expected signs of estimated coefficients.
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Table 4.5: Definitions of explanatory variables and expected coefficient signs
(dependent variable: number of Otago angling trips / angling days in 2012/13 season)
expected
sign of
variable
specification
coefficient
travel cost per continuous variable for the sum of per trip transit cost,
trip
opportunity cost of transit time, and other fishing related cost
average travel continuous variable for the sum of per angling-day transit cost,
cost
opportunity cost of transit time, and other fishing related cost

-

hhinc

continuous variable for annual household income before taxes

+

endogloc

dummy variable; 1 if angler choose to live closer to fishing site, 0
otherwise

+

subprice

continuous variable for the price of substitute activity

+

male

dummy variable; 1 if angler is male, 0 otherwise.

+

expertise

continuous variable of the level of fishing expertise individual
rates himself or herself of

+

dbach

dummy variable; 1 if angler owns a holiday home in fishing area,
0 otherwise.

+

dboat

dummy variable; 1 if angler owns a boat, 0 otherwise.

+

age

continuous variable for angler’s age in years

-

hhsize

continuous variable for number of people in an angler’s household

-

education

categorical dummy variable

dlicence

dummy variable; 1 if angler has a whole season licence, 0
otherwise.

+

dclub

dummy variable; 1 if angler belongs to an angling club, 0
otherwise

+

dfishoccur

dummy variable for type of water fished

kids18

continuous variable for the number of kids under the age of 18 in
an angler’s household

employed

dummy variable; 1 if angler is employed, 0 otherwise

unknown

dretired

dummy variable; 1 if angler is retired, 0 otherwise

unknown

e

a random error term

unknown

unknown
-
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4.3.2 Descriptive statistics
The descriptive statistics of the variables from the four Otago areas are listed in Table 4.6
to Table 4.9 (for domestic anglers only). Some variables, such as trips, travel costs, and
household income, have high standard deviations, indicating a lot of useful variations. Note that
the means of the number of trips and trip costs are well above the medians, indicating that the
distribution of these variables is skewed toward the relatively small number of observations with
a large number of trips or angling days per season and high travel costs, respectively. The
median number of days per trip is one in all areas except the Southern Lakes area, showing that
most anglers fishing outside of the Southern Lakes area took day-trips, suggesting that most of
them are local. The median importance or weight of fishing relative to other activities is lowest
in the Southern Lakes area, showing that trips in this area tended to involve other recreational
activities more than the trips in the other three areas, which is consistent with the tourist nature of
the area. The median weight on fishing in South Otago and Dunedin / Coastal Otago area are
both 100, and is close to 100 in Central Otago area.
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Table 4.6: Descriptive statistics of the variables: Southern Lakes area
(domestic anglers)
variable

median

mean

std. dev.

minimum

maximum

5

9.18

17.71

1

328

allcostcnt

145

244.40

355.94

0

4000

allcost3c

223

342.21

444.32

0

4377

113.2

160.01

186.74

0

2287

allcost3cw

179

277.27

381.50

0

4,377

allcost3p

219

349.77

508.82

0

7126

expertise

70

64.12

20.71

0

100

weight of fishing

76

72.83

25.18

0

100

age

50

49.40

13.83

17

82

hhsize

2

2.72

1.16

1

6

hhinc

87,500

88,164

39,268

25,000

150,000

2

2.36

2.63

1

35

trips

average travel cost
(allcost3c)

trip length in days
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Table 4.7: Descriptive statistics of the variables: Central Otago area
(domestic anglers)
variables

median

mean

std. dev.

minimum

maximum

4

7.78

13.31

1

150

allcostcnt

101

174.53

232.69

0

2161

allcost3c

152

242.92

300.55

2

2789

average travel cost
(allcost3c)

96

135.20

131.35

.33

1394.5

allcost3cw

132

202.69

246.48

0

2197

allcost3p

152

241.06

294.03

0

2547

expertise

72

64.80

21.04

0

100

weight of fishing

90

79.21

24.50

0

100

age

50

48.98

13.96

5

79

hhsize

2

2.81

1.24

1

6

hhinc

87,500

82,3069

36,702

25,000

150,000

1

2.015

1.82

1

15

trips

trip length in days
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Table 4.8: Descriptive statistics of the variables: South Otago area
(domestic anglers)
variables

median

mean

std. dev.

minimum

maximum

trips

5

8.86

12.68

1

100

allcostcnt

73

130.30

195.52

0

1539

allcost3c

120.5

182.37

239.19

0

1770

86

125.18

143.39

0

1025

allcost3cw

107.5

153.94

208.24

0

1539

allcost3p

108.5

174.05

266.55

0

2700

expertise

76

69.17

20.46

0

100

weight of fishing

100

82.25

25.04

0

100

age

50

48.64

13.47

17

74

hhsize

2

2.71

1.16

1

6

hhinc

87,500

84,573

38,014

25,000

150,000

1

1.977273

3.02

1

30

average travel cost
(allcost3c)

trip length in days
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Table 4.9: Descriptive statistics of the variables: Dunedin / Coastal Otago area
(domestic anglers)
variables

median

mean

std. dev.

minimum

maximum

trips

8

10.11

9.13

1

50

allcostcnt

35

47.63

46.81

1

264

allcost3c

49

69.42

73.61

1

651

46.5

59.48

62.45

1

651

allcost3cw

47

62.24

57.38

1

314

allcost3p
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72.55

64.90

0

350

expertise

65

61.25

21.97

0

100

weight of fishing

100

88.85

0.82

24

100

age

47

46.29

13.47

19

19

hhsize

3

3.01

1.26

1

6

hhinc

87,500

81,164

37,411

25,000

150,000

1

1.22

0.82

1

8

average travel cost
(allcost3c)

trip length in days
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Figure 4.1 plots the number of trips in the season (trip counts) against the travel cost for
recreational fishing reported by domestic anglers in the Southern Lakes area. Travel cost in the
figure is constructed with calculated transit expense and an opportunity cost of transit time at
35% hourly wage rate (allcost3c).

Figure 4.1: Relationship between trips and travel costs
(domestic anglers at Southern Lakes area)
Unfortunately, many of the observations in Figure 4.1 seem to be compressed into lowerleft-hand corner due to the influence of a small number of “outliers”, these extreme observations
represent either a large amount of time and money spent on very few trips, or many trips taken at
a very low cost. To gain a better view of the relationship between trips and travel costs among
the majority of anglers, the trip counts were limited to 60 and travel cost to $1,600 in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 displays the expected inverse relationship between the number of trips and
travel costs, as well as indicating that the relationship between travel cost and trips is not likely
to be linear. Characteristics of over dispersion can be found in the data set with multiple trip
counts for many levels of travel cost, indicating considerable heterogeneity in angler behaviour.
At the lower end of the vertical axis (especially when trip count is one, two, or three), the
associated travel costs varies significantly, which shows that trip count cannot be explained fully
by travel cost.

Figure 4.2: Relationship between trips and travel costs
(domestic anglers at Southern Lakes area, when trips < 60 and travel cost < $1,600).
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4.3.3 Opportunity cost of transit time
A survey question was designed to elicit how Otago anglers value their transit time.
Close to half of the domestic anglers in all four areas have reported that they don’t mind driving
to fishing sites, and they will not pay any money to avoid an additional hour of driving. Although
only indicative, the answers suggest that anglers do not view time spent travelling to the fishery
as costly. Table 4.10 shows how anglers value their time spent on transit by percentage in each
of the four fishing areas.
Table 4.10: How anglers value their transit time in all areas in Otago
$

Southern Lakes

Central Otago

South Otago

Dunedin / Coastal

$0

50.8%

48.1%

47.3%

49.8%

$10

5.7%

6.4%

10.5%

9.5%

$20

11.7%

13.8%

17.7%

16%

$30

8.1%

7.9%

9%

11.7%

$40

5%

6.1%

5.5%

4.3%

10.4%

11.3%

8.6%

8.7%

$50 or more
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4.3.4 Regression models
The database file was imported into the statistical analysis package known as STATA
(Statistical/Data Analysis Software, Version 12.0) to perform all estimation procedures. The
dependent variable in the Otago angling TCM model, number of trips or angling days taken in
the 2012/13 season, is by nature a count variable. Each count of trips or angling days in the
dataset is at least one, i.e., a trip or angling day count would not appear in the dataset if an angler
had not fished in Otago in the season. Thus, the dependent variable is a zero-truncated positive
integer. A truncated negative binomial (TNB) count regression model is appropriate when an
over-dispersed count variable is modelled: that is, a count variable with a variance that is greater
than its mean. As it can be seen from the summary below, the variances of trip counts and
angling days in all four areas are significantly larger than their respective means.

trip counts in

standard deviation

variance

mean

Southern Lakes

17.71

313.73

9.17

Central Otago

13.31

177.19

7.78

South Otago

12.68

160.82

8.85

Dunedin and Coastal Otago

9.13

83.44

10.11

angling days in

standard deviation

variance

mean

Southern Lakes

25.45

648.03

16.19

Central Otago

23.92

572.16

13.98

South Otago

88.76

7879.31

21.86

Dunedin and Coastal Otago

12.34

152.47

11.70
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Other TCM studies, such as Prayaga et al (2010) and Kerr and Greer (2004), also applied
the TNB regression to trip-count data. Kerr and Greer (2004) stated: “the numbers of trips taken
by individual anglers are positive integers. While Tobit and other continuous dependent variable
models can account for truncation inherent in the data, they are unable to address the integer
choices made by recreationists.” Count models, such as Poisson and negative binomial models
can overcome these problems (Haab and McConnell, 2002). While the Poisson and negative
binomial models are both appropriate for the count data collected here and both provide unbiased
coefficient estimates (given the model assumptions hold), the Poisson model's assumptions
frequently result in overly optimistic standard errors because of over-dispersion (Haab and
McConnell, 2002). Therefore, the TNB model is applied in this study.

4.3.5 Consumer surplus
A count data model assumes a semi-log functional form which has the simple and
attractive property of allowing the estimation of average consumer surplus per trip as the inverse
of the travel cost coefficient (Haab and McConnell, 2002, Prayaga et al., 2010, Dorison, 2012).
Individual angler’s average per-trip consumer surplus estimates were obtained using the
following equation:
CS = -1/ βTC
where, βTC is the coefficient on the travel cost variable in the TNB regression.
Following Zawacki et al. (2000), aggregate consumer surplus estimates are calculated by
multiplying the individual consumer surplus per trip estimates by the average number of trips
taken and then by an estimate of the number of anglers who fished in each area in the 2012-13
season.

4.3.6 Correlations among explanatory variables
In order to avoid multi-collinearity in the Otago TCM model, correlation tests were
performed among all independent variables. The Pearson Correlation Matrix is attached in
Appendix C. A “rule of thumb” is to remove one of the explanatory variables that have a Pearson
correlation value of 0.7 or higher (AcaStat 2014). The sign of the correlation coefficient
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determines whether the correlation is positive or negative. A positive coefficient indicates the
value of one variable varies in the same direction as the other and the converse for a negative
value. The magnitude of the correlation coefficient determines the strength of the correlation.
Although there are no established rules for describing correlational strength, the guidelines in
Table 4.11 were used as a general framework (AcaStat 2014).

Table 4.11 Interpretation of Pearson Correlation Coefficients
Value

Descriptive Terms

0 < |r| < 0.3

Weak Correlation

0.3 < |r| < 0.7

Moderate Correlation

|r| > 0.7

Strong Correlation

Note: r = Pearson correlation coefficient value

Among all of the explanatory variables in the initial model specification, there are three
pairs of variables that are strongly correlated by the criterion in Table 4.10, they are hhsize /
kids18 (r=0.80), dretired / demployed (r=-0.87), and days / onsitehr (r=0.84). This suggests one
variable in each these three pairs of variables should not be included in the same regression
model.

4.3.7 Base model estimates
The base model was estimated for a variety of specifications of the travel cost variable.
These travel costs variables were constructed according to Table 4.6. To maintain consistency in
comparing results across models, all explanatory variables were retained across the models
regardless of the significance of their estimated coefficients. Regression estimates for each of the
four Otago areas are presented in Table 4.12a to Table 4.15b. The dependent variable in the ‘a’
tables is the number of trips, the dependent variable in the ‘b’ tables is the number of angling
days. The four models in each table differ only in the measurement of the key explanatory
variable: travel cost.
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Table 4.12a Regression results of Otago TCM model: Southern Lakes area
(trip specification)
Variable

Model A:
calculated travel
cost with no time
cost (allcostcnt)

Model B:
calculated travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3c)

Model C:
calculated and
weighted travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3cw)

Model D:
perceived travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3p)

travel cost
per trip

-.0008705
(6.83)

-.0008771
(7.35)

-.0008033
(6.18)

-.000628
(5.88)

expertise

.0096325
(3.09)

.0097287
(3.17

.0101669
(3.20)

.0087633
(2.81)

endogloc

1.182148
(5.80)

1.159861
(5.80)

1.217957
(5.89)

1.239623
(6.09)

dbach

-.3538926
(2.38)

-.3342445
(2.28)

-.3918709
(2.61

-.3561656
(2.37)

dboat

.2173594
(1.77)

.2057688
(1.70)

.2246077
(1.80)

.2574309
(2.10)

age

.0018059
(0.34)

.0020952
(0.40)

.0010399
(0.19)

.0003959
(0.08)

male

-.1985992
(0.95)

-.1933085
(0.94)

-.1590806
(0.76)

-.1376277
(0.66)

hhsize

-.2074349
(3.94)

-.2031332
(3.91)

-.2067484
(3.87

-.2160197
(4.08)

employed

.4059523
(2.22)

.4351535
(2.41)

.4256792
(2.30)

.425812
(2.34)

hhinc

3.19e-06
(2.02)

3.49e-06
(2.23)

3.38e-06
(2.10)

3.46e-06
(2.18)

$1148

$1140

$1244

$1592

3002

2994

3010

3008

CS per trip
AIC

Number of observations = 508, Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.12b Regression results of Otago TCM model: Southern Lakes area
(angling day specification)
Variable

Model A:
calculated travel
cost with no time
cost (allcostcnt)

Model B:
calculated travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3c)

Model C:
calculated and
weighted travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3cw)

Model D:
perceived travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3p)

average
travel cost

-.0028637
(7.53)

-.0026905
(8.16)

-.0026055
(6.59)

-.0013176
(6.62)

expertise

.0124753
(4.71)

.0120765
(4.65)

.0131995
(4.85)

.0109634
(4.06)

endogloc

.4644459
(2.70)

.4586764
(2.71)

.503707
(2.89)

.5566498
(3.21)

dbach

.0357311
(0.28)

.0371956
(0.30)

-.0249734
(0.20)

.0136029
(0.10)

dboat

.1811762
(1.76)

.1681354
(1.65)

.1860481
(1.78)

.2402653
(2.30)

age

.0020324
(0.45)

.0020207
(0.45)

.0012093
(0.26)

-.0009602
(0.21)

male

-.5981831
(3.30)

.5600224
(3.15)

-.5623375
(3.07)

-.5189682
(2.84)

hhsize

-.1939392
(4.36)

-.1875169
(4.26)

-.1943513
(4.30)

-.218753
(4.84)

employed

.2873232
(1.86)

.3383142
(2.22)

.3187794
(2.04)

.2935211
(1.88)

hhinc

9.66e-07
(0.70)

1.49e-06
(1.09)

1.16e-06
(0.82)

8.70e-07
(0.62)

CS per
angling day

$349

$371

$383

$759

CS per trip

$838

$890

$919

$1822

AIC

3678

3666

3690

3696

Number of observations = 508, Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.13a Regression results of Otago TCM model: Central Otago area
(trip specification)
Variable

Model A:
calculated travel
cost with no time
cost (allcostcnt)

Model B:
calculated travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3c)

Model C:
calculated and
weighted travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3cw)

Model D:
perceived travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3p)

travel cost
per trip

-.0022245
(6.79)

-.0020123
(7.02)

-.0022178
(6.59)

-.0017307
(6.75)

expertise

.0142695
(3.88)

.0140137
(3.83)

.0151215
(4.05)

.0136597
(3.66)

endogloc

.6441805
(1.99)

.6522289
(2.03)

.6758909
(2.05)

.6708691
(2.05)

dbach

.348354
(1.74)

.3737427
(1.86)

.3154053
(1.57)

.3296704
(1.64)

dboat

.2894557
(1.93)

.2764602
(1.85)

.2841265
(1.87)

.2794701
(1.84)

age

.0059633
(0.96)

.0056736
(0.92)

.0052328
(0.84)

.0056638
(0.91)

-.8566601
(3.23)

-.8030685
(3.04)

-.8186553
(3.03)

-.7854648
(2.91)

hhsize

.1054765
(1.75

.1049654
(1.75)

.1045299
(1.71)

.1135944
(1.86)

employed

.2315243
(1.03

.2812611
(1.25)

.2791423
(1.22)

.3270736
(1.45)

-2.41e-06
(1.10)

-1.65e-06
(0.75)

-1.95e-06
(0.88)

-3.01e-06
(1.38)

CS per trip

$450

$497

$451

$578

AIC

2032

2030

2038

2038

male

hhinc

Number of observations = 361, Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.13b Regression results of Otago TCM model: Central Otago area
(angling day specification)
Variable

Model A:
calculated travel
cost with no time
cost (allcostcnt)

Model B:
calculated travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3c)

Model C:
calculated and
weighted travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3cw)

Model D:
perceived travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3p)

average
travel cost

-.0051675
(8.15)

-.0048949
(8.72)

-.0055544
(8.27)

-.003768
(7.15)

expertise

.0125272
(3.72)

.0116721
(3.51)

.0131853
(3.91)

.0115972
(3.30)

endogloc

.1499552
(0.50)

.1459741
(0.49)

.1578242
(0.52)

.203
(0.66)

dbach

.6523459
(3.75)

.6467259
(3.77)

.5796782
(3.33)

.6469773
(3.63)

dboat

.176334
(1.28)

.1656365
(1.22)

.159305
(1.16)

.1422379
(1.01)

.0107501
(1.91)

.0096291
(1.74)

.0093253
(1.66)

.0108391
(1.88)

-.7461797
(3.04)

-.6332223
(2.61)

-.6399997
(2.57)

-.6595287
(2.57)

.0823111
(1.45)

.0890572
(1.60)

.087484
(1.55)

.0917009
(1.57)

.069529
(0.35)

.1257327
(0.63)

.1388812
(0.69)

.215897
(1.06)

-.0013405
(0.66)

-.0001008
(0.05)

-.0005609
(0.28)

-.002818
(1.39)

CS per
angling day

$194

$204

$180

$265

CS per trip

$388

$408

$360

$530

AIC

2442

2434

2440

2454

age
male
hhsize
employed
hhinc

Number of observations = 360, Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.14a Regression results of Otago TCM model: South Otago area
(trip specification)
Variable

Model A:
calculated travel
cost with no time
cost (allcostcnt)

Model B:
calculated travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3c)

Model C:
calculated and
weighted travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3cw)

Model D:
perceived travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3p)

travel cost
per trip

-.0024945
(5.11)

-.002427
(5.31)

-.0024011
(4.79)

-.0020507
(4.29)

expertise

.0191181
(4.35)

.0191616
(4.40)

.0199573
(4.49)

.0189767
(4.33)

endogloc

1.300718
(3.58)

1.265368
(3.52)

1.308743
(3.54)

1.318274
(3.62)

dbach

.7672144
(2.89)

.7539952
(2.88)

.7007202
(2.65)

.6607117
(2.55)

dboat

.2402846
(1.05)

.2149663
(0.95)

.2489547
(1.07)

.3062329
(1.34)

age

.0049802
(0.70)

.0046275
(0.66)

.004726
(0.66)

.0036793
(0.52)

male

-.0598895
(0.16)

-.0709441
(0.20)

-.082321
(0.22)

-.0810943
(0.22)

hhsize

-.0222211
(0.29)

-.0218039
(0.29)

-.0263841
(0.34)

-.0280423
(0.36)

employed

-.1949007
(0.75)

-.1369701
(0.53)

-.1518668
(0.57)

-.1067795
(0.40)

hhinc

-.0070177
(3.00)

-.0062428
(2.68)

-.0067714
(2.84)

-.0071441
(3.07)

CS per trip

$401

$412

$416

$488

AIC

1208

1206

1212

1214

Number of observations =205, Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.14b Regression results of Otago TCM model: South Otago area
(angling day specification)
Variable

Model A:
calculated travel
cost with no time
cost (allcostcnt)

Model B:
calculated travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3c)

Model C:
calculated and
weighted travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3cw)

Model D:
perceived travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3p)

average
travel cost

-.0050118
(5.12)

-.0040271
(3.98)

-.0036361
(3.02)

-.0028646
(3.70)

expertise

.0209795
(3.10)

.0210834
(2.95)

.022341
(3.06)

.0215367
(3.01)

endogloc

1.307137
(2.12)

1.305442
(1.99)

1.389012
(2.06)

1.405895
(2.12)

dbach

1.130766
(2.95)

1.04791
(2.64)

1.022414
(2.54)

.9590831
(2.43)

dboat

.0846795
(0.23)

.0080929
(0.02)

.0577114
(0.15)

.1362811
(0.36)

age

-.0224111
(1.86)

-.0266611
(2.10)

-.0263738
(2.04)

-.0293781
(2.29)

male

-.3125947
(0.58)

-.2102
(0.37)

-.2771112
(0.48)

-.2890006
(0.50)

hhsize

-.1704766
(1.30)

-.1699459
(1.21)

-.171695
(1.19)

-.1880192
(1.30)

employed

-.4571179
(1.04)

-.428857
(0.92)

-.4929315
(1.04)

-.5620765
(1.21)

hhinc

-.0158468
(4.13)

-.0163775
(4.02)

-.0181432
(4.44)

-.0185525
(4.75)

CS per
angling day

$200

$248

$275

$349

CS per trip

$400

$496

$550

$698

AIC

1476

1482

1488

1488

Number of observations = 205, Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.15a Regression results of Otago TCM model: Dunedin/Coastal Otago area
(trip specification)
Variable

Model A:
calculated travel
cost with no time
cost (allcostcnt)

Model B:
calculated travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3c)

Model C:
calculated and
weighted travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3cw)

Model D:
perceived travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3p)

travel cost
per trip

-.0033428
(2.81)

-.002629
(2.64)

-.0018031
(1.53)

-.0020847
(2.03)

expertise

.0055599
(1.89)

.0057576
(1.94)

.0054012
(1.80

.0055484
(1.87)

endogloc

.3017305
(1.78)

.3056684
(1.80)

.3150937
(1.84)

.3073584
(1.80)

dbach

-.3119477
(1.15)

-.2922166
(1.07)

-.3622039
(1.32)

-.3608057
(1.33)

dboat

.1811976
(1.24)

.1794318
(1.23)

.1717877
(1.17)

.2016702
(1.36)

-.0150963
(3.27)

-.0148551
(3.21)

-.0153008
(3.27)

-.0154635
(3.33)

.3769634
(1.64)

.3591853
(1.57)

.355433
(1.54

.367712
(1.59)

hhsize

-.0271788
(0.55)

-.028541
(0.57)

-.0209715
(0.42)

-.0184928
(0.37)

employed

-.1289127
(0.71)

-.0787485
(0.43)

-.0841975
(0.46)

-.0861572
(0.47)

.0010307
(0.59)

.001412
(0.80)

.0013016
(0.73)

.0009539
(0.54)

CS per trip

$299

$380

$555

$480

AIC

1408

1410

1414

1412

age
male

hhinc

Number of observations = 219, Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.15b Regression results of Otago TCM model: Dunedin / Coastal Otago area
(angling day specification)
Variable

Model A:
calculated travel
cost with no time
cost (allcostcnt)

Model B:
calculated travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3c)

Model C:
calculated and
weighted travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3cw)

Model D:
perceived travel
cost with 35%
hourly wage time
cost (allcost3p)

average
travel cost

-.0052997
(3.20)

-.0042636
(3.16)

-.0035709
(2.27)

-.0038462
(2.70)

expertise

.0054599
(1.64)

.0058287
(1.74)

.0054574
(1.60)

.0056671
(1.68)

endogloc

.3239652
(1.63)

.3216052
(1.62)

.3284285
(1.64)

.31041
(1.56)

dbach

-.1879672
(0.64)

-.1718247
(0.59)

-.234113
(0.79)

-.2346367
(0.80)

dboat

.2839511
(1.75)

.2786933
(1.72)

.2837317
(1.73)

.3238352
(1.98)

-.0097721
(1.90)

-.0089859
(1.75)

-.0092693
(1.79)

-.0099084
(1.92)

.5289938
(2.06)

.492663
(1.91)

.5009705
(1.93)

.5135589
(1.99)

-.03652
(0.65)

-.0384678
(0.69)

-.0328356
(0.58)

-.024726
(0.44)

-.022085
(0.11)

.0473125
(0.24)

.0468333
(0.23)

.0297284
(0.15)

-.0010673
(0.54)

-.0004703
(0.23)

-.0006781
(0.33)

-.0012824
(0.65)

CS per
angling day

$189

$235

$208

$260

CS per trip

$230

$287

$254

$317

AIC

1470

1470

1476

1474

age
male
hhsize
employed
hhinc

Number of observations = 216, Z-scores in parentheses.
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The likelihood ratio test is a test of the over-dispersion parameter alpha. When the overdispersion parameter is zero, the negative binomial distribution is equivalent to a Poisson
distribution (Kerr and Greer, 2004). In this study, all alpha values are significantly different from
zero thus indicating that the Poisson distribution is not appropriate.
According to Stata, the AIC and BIC are two popular measures for comparing maximum
likelihood models. AIC and BIC are defined as:
AIC = -2*ln(likelihood) + 2*k
BIC = -2*ln(likelihood) + ln(N)*k10
AIC and BIC can be viewed as measures that combine fit and complexity. Fit is measured
negatively by -2*ln (likelihood); the larger the value, the worse the fit. (Stata help: AIC note).
Model B with calculated travel costs and 35% opportunity cost of transit time consistently
yields lower AIC scores (indicating better fit) than other models, therefore, the model B travel
cost specification is selected for further analysis. Also the difference in the estimate of consumer
surplus with weighted and un-weighted (by the importance of fishing in the trip) travel cost
variable models is not significant. This is consistent with Parsons and Wilson’s (1997) finding
that failing to account for incidental consumption appears to create little bias in valuing access to
a recreation site.
CS per angling trip estimated from the “angling day” specification is multiplied by
average days per trip to calculate average per trip CS. As shown in Table 4.15, the “angling
day” specification models yielded lower per trip CS estimates than the “trip” specification
models, as expected, except in the South Otago area.

Table 4.16: Model B CS per trip estimates comparison between the two model
specifications
Southern

Central Otago

South Otago

Lakes
“trip” specification
“angling day” specification
10

Dunedin/Coast
al Otago

$1140

$497

$412

$380

$890

$408

$496

$287

Where k = number of parameters estimated, N = number of observations
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4.3.8 Discussion of the regression results
In general, the signs and significance of the estimated coefficients in the base models are
as expected, and consistent with economic theory and other recreation demand studies. The
coefficient on travel cost is negative and highly significant at the 5% level or better throughout.
This is the main finding of the recreation demand model, which means the demand curve is
downward sloping; as the travel cost increased, Otago anglers took fewer trips, on average.
The coefficient on fishing expertise is positive in all four areas, as expected – anglers
with higher expertise tend to take more trips. This shows that the self-rated expertise in fishing is
an indicator of keenness / preference for fishing, or someone who’s better at doing something is
likely to do it more often. The higher expertise an angler rates him or herself, the more fishing
trips the angler would take, holding other variables constant.
The coefficient on the endogenous home location variable is positive in all four areas,
and significant at the 5% level in the three areas other than the Dunedin / Coastal Otago area and
the angling day specification of the Central Otago area. This shows those anglers who have
stronger preference for fishing are more likely to choose to live closer to fishing, and tend to take
more fishing trips than those who did not consider fishing in choosing home location, holding
other variables constant.
The coefficient on holiday home ownership variable shows mixed sign and significance
across the four areas. It is negative and significant in the Southern Lakes area under the “trip”
specification model, while being positive and not significant under the “angling day”
specification model, which is in line with expectations. The negative holiday home ownership
coefficient may result from the way “trip” is defined in the model. A trip is defined to be taken
from an angler’s permanent residence to the fishery, therefore ownership of a holiday home has
no or even negative effect on the number of trips from the permanent residence, as anglers who
own a holiday home in a fishing area can stay longer locally, thus requiring fewer trips from their
permanent residence to do the same amount of fishing compared to those who don’t have a
holiday home.
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The coefficient on the boat usage variable is positive in all four areas. This shows that
boat owners tend to take more fishing trips than those who did not use a boat, holding other
variables constant.
The household size variable has negative coefficients in three areas except the Central
Otago area. It indicates that the bigger the family an angler has, the fewer fishing trips he or she
takes, holding all else constant. This is probably because the bigger family an angler has, the less
time he or she would have for recreation, such as fishing (Taylor and Gratton, 2002).
The coefficient on the household income variable shows mixed signs across the four
areas: it is significant with a positive coefficient in the Southern Lakes area under the trip
specification, this may be due to the fact that anglers with higher household income are more
likely to take more holiday fishing trips in the Southern Lakes area. The coefficient is significant
with a negative coefficient in the South Otago area, which seems counter-intuitive, though it may
be that higher-income fishers are better able to travel to fish, such as to the Southern Lakes area.
In any event, such results are often encountered in travel cost recreational fishing demand studies
(Grogger and Carson, 1991, Du Preez and Hosking, 2010, Loomis, 2003).
The coefficient of the gender variable showed mix signs and significance across the four
areas. It was significant only in Central Otago area at the 5% level with a negative sign, and was
insignificant in other three areas with mixed signs. The insignificant gender coefficient is not
uncommon, other travel cost fishery studies have also reported gender to be insignificant (Du
Preez and Hosking, 2010, Dorison, 2012). One possible explanation for Central Otago anglers
could be that female anglers with moderate interest in fishing are more likely not to fish at all,
therefore, female anglers who fish are relatively avid anglers, on average, compared to males,
consequently tend to take more trips.
The coefficient of the age variable is only significant at the 5% level in the Dunedin /
Coastal Otago area with a negative sign. This is consistent with (Ojumu et al., 2009), as anglers
become older, they may become less energetic and therefore demand fewer fishing trips. Age is
not significant in the other three areas.
The coefficient of club membership was not significant throughout the models. Club
membership might be a proxy for preference, and, as such, should have been significant in the
model. However, local experience from Fish and Game staff shows that the main reason for
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joining an angling club in Otago is to gain access to some back country huts. Therefore, not
belonging to any angling clubs does not necessarily mean an angler is not as keen.
The substitute price variable is insignificant with an unexpected negative coefficient. This
is inconsistent with economic theory. It may be that the measure of substitute price has been
poorly constructed. First, the study did not distinguish the effects of a substitute fishing site (i.e.
other fishing sites nearby) from substitute activity (i.e., recreational activity other than fishing);
these two types of substitution were mixed in one question, and the travel cost of facilitating
these substitute activities were collected as the substitute price by a subsequent question. Second,
only travel cost was counted as the substitute price, but in fact, a substitute activity other than
fishing may cost a lot more than its travel cost. The price of a substitute may have been badly
underestimated. Either or both of these potential problems could have caused the substitute price
variable to perform poorly in the base regression models.

4.4 Regression diagnostics
The base regression model performs reasonably well. In this section, the sensitivity of
the results is tested with a variety of regression diagnostics, including: functional form of the
continuous variables (non-linearity and interactions), influential outlying observations, and
additional variables.
4.4.1 Influential observations
As noted earlier in the context of Figure 4.1, a small number of extreme observations on
number of trips or trip cost may influence the size of the coefficient on travel cost and the
estimate of consumer surplus significantly. To test the sensitivity of the results to a small number
of extreme ‘outlying’ observations, the models were re-run omitting observations with travel
costs in the top 1%,
It seems worth looking at the characteristics of the outlying anglers. In the Southern
Lakes area, the observation with the highest travel cost is a 61 year old male backcountry angler
who travelled by air from Cambridge, a town in the Waipa District of the Waikato Region of the
North Island who had a total travel cost of $4,377. He took eight trips and fished seven days per
trip. Excluding just this one angler from the regression in the “trip specification” base model
resulted in a 32% drop in the estimated CS per trip from $1140 to $770. This one observation
had considerable pulling power in this log-linear regression. Can we really have confidence that
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this influence is representative of the value that the many more local fishers place on inframarginal trips? Removing the additional five observations in the top 1% of travel cost results in
a more modest additional drop in estimated CS per trip to NZ$693.
Table 4.17 shows how estimates of consumer surplus across all four areas are affected by
the top one percent outliers. In three of the four areas, the estimate of average consumer surplus
per trip drops considerably, indicating considerable influence on the estimated average of a small
number of observations. The estimates from the “angling day” specification are not as strongly
influenced, which is to be expected in that high travel costs are spread over the generally larger
number days per trip associated with higher-cost trips.

Table 4.17: How CS estimates are affected by outliers in four areas
Southern
Lakes

Central Otago

South Otago

Dunedin /
Coastal Otago

“trip” specification base

$1140

$497

$412

$380

“trip” specification without
top 1% high trip cost

$693

$325

$297

$53511

% Change:

-39%

-35%

-28%

41%

“angling day” specification
base

$890

$408

$496

$287

“angling day” specification
without top 1% high
average cost / day

$857

$352

$424

$342

% Change:

-4%

-14%

-15%

19%

All amounts in NZD

4.4.1 Functional form
Continuous explanatory variables may affect the number of angling trips or days in a
non-linear fashion. As a rough test, squared terms in all of continuous explanatory variables
11

When removing top 1% highest cost observations, the travel cost coefficient become not significant.
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were added to the Model B regression. The squared term in household income is the only one of
the squared terms that enters significantly, and then only in the Southern Lakes area model.
Tables 4.16a and 4.16b report the results for the trip and angling day specifications, respectively.
The coefficient on the squared term in household income is positive in the trips specification,
indicating that the number of trips to the Southern Lakes area increases at an increase rate with
household income. This seems plausible given the especially high quality of the fishing
experience in the Southern Lakes area. The corresponding coefficient in the angling days
specification is also positive, but insignificant (though the linear and squared terms are jointly
significant).
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Table 4.16a: Regression results with squared hhinc of four areas (trip specification)
Variable

Southern Lakes

Central Otago

South Otago

Dunedin/Coastal
Otago

-.0008879
(7.49)

-.002019
(6.88)

-.0023439
(5.10)

-.0025377
(2.54)

expertise

.009903
(3.26)

.0140195
(3.83)

.0187298
(4.30)

.0058601
(1.98)

endogloc

1.11088
(5.62)

.651048
(2.02)

1.260946
(3.53)

.2861616
(1.68)

dbach

-.3484092
(2.39)

.371772
(1.85)

.7686348
(2.95)

-.340283
(1.23)

dboat

.1997311
(1.67)

.2776879
(1.85)

.171914
(0.75)

.1949732
(1.34)

age

.0010364
(0.20)

.0057179
(0.93)

.0050406
(0.72)

-.0151796
(3.26)

male

-.215553
(1.05)

-.806985
(3.03)

-.0546819
(0.15)

.3140588
(1.35)

-.1883025
(3.63)

.1055046
(1.75)

-.0211501
(0.28)

-.0282776
(0.57)

.473286
(2.63)

.2912073
(1.20)

-.1874839
(0.71)

-.0142436
(0.07)

hhinc/1000

-.0136354
(1.72)

-.002801
(0.25)

.0050237
(0.44)

-.0073171
(0.87)

hhinc/1000^2

.0000922
(2.21)

6.25e-06
(0.11)

-.0000623
(1.00)

.0000484
(1.06)

$1126

$495

$426

$394

508

361

205

219

travel cost
allcost3c

hhsize
employed

CS per trip
Number of
observations
Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.16b: Regression results with squared hhinc of four areas (angling day specification)
Variable

Southern Lakes

Central Otago

South Otago

Dunedin/Coastal Otago

travel cost
per day

-.0027229
(8.23)

-.0048712
(8.44)

-.0039446
(3.83)

-.0042611
(3.17)

expertise

.0119407
(4.60)

.0116356
(3.50)

.0200983
(2.68)

.0065032
(1.92)

endogloc

.4362271
(2.58)

.1483854
(0.50)

1.296212
(1.99)

.2649054
(1.31)

dbach

.0284693
(0.23)

.6512783
(3.75)

1.057493
(2.67)

-.2146785
(0.73)

dboat

.1652125
(1.63)

.1652184
(1.22)

-.0277268
(0.07)

.3042486
(1.87)

age

.0017476
(0.39)

.0095878
(1.73)

-.0256435
(1.99)

-.009449
(1.83)

male

-.5596508
(3.15)

-.6275395
(2.56)

-.2004169
(0.35)

.4218126
(1.60)

hhsize

-.1799772
(4.07)

.0882093
(1.58)

-.1709466
(1.22)

-.0391138
(0.70)

.3648075
(2.39)

.1124202
(0.53)

-.4293365
(0.92)

.1307795
(0.62)

hhinc/1000

-.0078281
(1.17)

.0015418
(0.16)

-.0084241
(0.42)

-.0119167
(1.25)

hhinc/1000^2

.0000507
(1.43)

-9.07e-06
(0.18)

-.0000429
(0.40)

.0000628
(1.23)

CS per
angling day

$367

$205

$253

$235

CS per trip

$881

$410

$506

$287

508

360

205

216

employed

Number of
observations
Z-scores in parentheses.
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4.4.2 Missing variables and interactions
There are likely some factors that affect freshwater recreational angling demand in Otago
that are not included in this study. The study does include, however, some variables not typically
included in similar studies. For example, the dummy variable indicating endogenous home
location included in the Otago model is typically omitted in fishery or outdoor recreation studies.
Treating missing variables problems is often difficult ex post as any missing variables remain
missing after completion of the survey.
The survey did, however, include the type of fishery typically fished: backcountry
streams, lowland rivers or small lakes, or any of the larger lakes. It seems plausible that consumer
surplus may vary, on average, with the type of fishing done; e.g., backcountry fly fishing might be
especially highly valued. To test this, dummies for backcountry and river fishing were added to
the regression and then these dummies interacted with the travel cost variable were added to test
for differences in the average consumer surplus across anglers who target these different types of
fishery. Table 4.18 describes the variables and Tables 4.19a and 4.19b report the results for the
trip and angling day specifications, respectively.

Table 4.18 interaction variables
dummy variables

specification

dumbc

backcountry dummy variable: =1 if fished at
backcountry streams

dumriver

river dummy variable: =1 if fished at rivers or
small lakes

dumlake

larger lakes dummy variable: =1 if fished larger
lakes

interaction variables
tcxbc

travel cost * back-country dummy variable

tcxriver

travel cost * river dummy variable

tcxlargerlakes

travel cost * larger lakes dummy variable
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Table 4.19a Regression results with interaction terms
(trip specification)
Variable

Southern Lakes

Central Otago

South Otago

Dunedin/Coastal Otago

-.0020812
(7.88)

-.0022216
(4.00)

-.0019759
(0.36)

-.0072354
(1.85)

expertise

.0104355
(3.51)

.0150243
(3.98)

.0196699
(4.56)

.005049
(1.70)

endogloc

1.032138
(5.53)

.6554924
(2.07)

1.216414
(3.50)

.2780257
(1.64)

dbach

-.1654462
(1.14)

.3315898
(1.66)

.7484573
(2.92)

-.2911737
(1.03)

dboat

.181569
(1.43)

.1898698
(1.25)

.1540518
(0.67)

.2234814
(1.49)

.0000748
(0.01)

.0074983
(1.24)

.0029045
(0.42)

-.0149745
(3.26)

male

-.2340362
(1.19)

-.7682535
(2.95)

-.068349
(0.19)

.3508003
(1.52)

hhsize

-.1763609
(3.50)

.0874079
(1.47)

-.0315356
(0.42)

-.0280933
(0.58)

.4383616
(2.55)

.3510797
(1.49)

-.2506279
(0.96)

.0097515
(0.05)

-.0084967
(1.12)

-.0015544
(0.14)

.0105784
(0.91)

.0097515
(0.05)

.0000626
(1.56)

4.72e-07
(0.01)

-.0000913
(1.45)

.0000445
(0.98)

dumbc

-.6422959
(2.84)

-.8992891
(2.15)

2.256913
(1.35)

-.7781714
(1.04)

dumriver

-.3194605
(2.05)

-.251444
(1.17)

2.34169
(1.47)

-.0789161
(0.20)

tcxbc

.0017729
(5.31)

.0002604
(0.19)

-.0026073
(0.42)

.008737
(1.00)

tcxriver

.0012038
(3.79)

.0003217
(0.52)

-.0002586
(0.05)

.0051091
(1.27)

508

361

205

219

travel cost
“allcost3c”

age

employed
hhinc/1000
hhinc/1000^2

N

N= number of observations, Z-scores in parentheses.
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Table 4.19b Regression results with interaction terms
(angling day specification)
Variable

Southern Lakes

Central Otago

South Otago

Dunedin/Coastal Otago

-.0032879
(7.40)

-.0036551
(4.43)

-.004813
(0.24)

-.0024816
(1.36)

expertise

.0116597
(4.44)

.0118281
(3.47)

.0165509
(2.66)

.0064165
(2.07)

endogloc

.454905
(2.72)

.0975914
(0.33)

1.519986
(2.80)

.1931162
(1.08)

dbach

.0653537
(0.52)

.6375457
(3.70)

1.19035
(3.46)

-.355078
(1.26)

dboat

.2178601
(1.94)

.1329371
(0.96)

.517769
(1.51)

.2329175
(1.54)

age

.0014977
(0.34)

.0098785
(1.79)

.0037656
(0.35)

-.0148353
(3.17)

male

-.5431588
(3.09)

-.6278118
(2.60)

-.8312215
(1.64)

.3144366
(1.34)

hhsize

-.1767079
(4.01)

.0729096
(1.31)

-.0914332
(0.87)

-.0197561
(0.40)

.3468499
(2.28)

.2273698
(1.08)

-.4332
(1.11)

.0384983
(0.20)

-.0056795
(0.86)

-.0019832
(0.21)

-.0136236
(0.83)

-.0101066
(1.16)

.0000363
(1.03)

.0000126
(0.24)

9.95e-06
(0.11)

.0000609
(1.29)

-.4415586
(1.88)

-.7124116
(1.62)

4.943301
(1.98)

-.6923991
(0.98)

dumriver

.0555838
(0.36)

.1427488
(0.68)

2.362872
(0.99)

.2464354
(0.76)

tcxbc

.0028234
(2.85)

.0007053
(0.25)

-.0054761
(0.26)

.0072691
(0.86)

tcxriver

.0004827
(0.68)

-.0023618
(2.18)

.0010403
(0.05)

-.0001121
(0.05)

508

360

205

216

average cost

employed
hhinc/1000
hhinc/1000^2

dumbc

N

N= number of observations, Z-scores in parentheses.
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The dummies for backcountry and river fishing were not significant on their own, but
their interactions with travel cost variable are significant for the Southern Lakes area data. The
significant coefficients on the interaction variables indicate that demand for the average angler
varies across the different fisheries. Holding other variables constant, anglers differed in their
consumer surplus per fishing trip or per angling day. In particular, back-county anglers enjoy the
highest consumer surplus, on average, followed by river anglers. Lake anglers have the lowest
average consumer surplus.
The travel cost interaction variables were not significant in the other three areas, which is
consistent with the fact that only the Southern Lakes area offers such diverse fisheries, especially
as it is the location of the most pristine back-country streams in Otago.
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4.5 Estimates of consumer surplus
This section reports estimates of average individual and aggregate consumer surplus from
angling in each of the four areas of Otago. Overall consumer surplus is the sum of that in the
four areas.
4.4.1 Average consumer surplus per trip for domestic anglers
Table 4.20 shows the average consumer surplus per trip in each of the four Otago areas.
The estimates for the trip specification are the negative inverse of the coefficient on travel cost.
The estimates from the angling day specification is the negative inverse of the coefficient on
travel cost times the average number of days per trip. Thus, both columns report estimates of
consumer surplus per trip, including from multiple-day trips. The calculation of the estimates for
back-country, rivers, and larger lakes in the Southern Lakes area includes the effect of the
interaction term.

Table 4.20 Per trip CS estimates in four Otago areas under two model specifications
trip specification

angling day specification*

Southern Lakes

overall average

$1,126

$881

Southern Lakes

back-country

$3,243

$5,165

Southern Lakes

rivers

$1139

$783

Southern Lakes

larger lakes

$480

$730

Central Otago

$495

$410

South Otago

$426

$506

Dunedin/Coastal

$394

$287

*per angling day CS is multiplied by average days per trip to obtain per trip CS
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4.4.2 Aggregate consumer surplus of domestic anglers
The demand models estimated using the truncated negative binomial regression allow for
the calculation of individual CS for an angling trip. Estimating the total or aggregate consumer
surplus requires estimating the average CS across all individuals in the population of fishing
licence holders in four Otago areas. Therefore the individual CS per trip needs to be multiplied
by the average number of trips per season, and then by the number of anglers from each area to
obtain the aggregate fishery value of each area.
The sample proportion of anglers who reported fishing in each of the four areas was used
as an estimate of the proportion of the angler population fishing in each of the four areas
respectively. The response rate of anglers licenced in the Southland and Central South Island
Regions was very low. Therefore the Otago domestic licence holders are used as the domestic
angler population. Table 4.21 shows the estimated domestic angler population in each of the four
Otago areas.

Table 4.21 Estimation of angler population of four Otago areas
sample proportion of
respondents who
fished in the area

Otago domestic
licence holders
2012/13 season

estimated angler
population in the area

Southern Lakes

53.80%

15,835

8,519

Central Otago

31.47%

15,835

4,983

South Otago

14.47%

15,835

2,291

Dunedin / Coastal Otago

14.41%

15,835

2,282

Next, the estimate of average consumer surplus per trip is multiplied by the average
number of trips per season, and then multiplied by the angler population of each area to obtain
the aggregate consumer surplus / fishery value of each area. Table 4.22 shows the estimates of
the total consumer surplus / fishery value of each of the four Otago areas under trip and angler
day specifications.
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Table 4.22 Aggregating Consumer Surplus for all areas
per trip
CS

trip spec
Southern Lakes

Central Otago

South Otago

Dunedin/Coastal
Otago
Otago Total

average
number of
trips per
season

angler
population

$1,126

angling day spec

$881

trip spec

$495

angling day spec

$410

trip spec

$426

angling day spec

$506

trip spec

$394

angling day spec

$287

aggregate CS

$92,854,374
9.7

8,519

$72,650,714
$19,732,680

8.0

4,983

$16,344,240
$8,647,059

8.9

2,291

$10,270,920
$8,991,080

10.0

2,282

$6,549,340

trip spec

$130,225,193

angling day spec

$105,815,213

The consumer surplus estimates from the trip specification are strongly influenced by the top
one percent of outlying observations. That influence is smaller in the angling day specification,
as the high per trip costs of the outliers are spread out by the number of angling days. Therefore,
the lower bound estimate should come from the results of the regression with the top one percent
of outliers removed. And the upper bound estimates come from the regression estimates from the
trip specification with all observations included. Therefore, the estimated value of freshwater
recreational fisheries in terms of consumer surplus in Otago to domestic anglers falls in the range
of $88 million to $130 million per annum. These do not include the consumer surplus of
international anglers.
There have been several studies of the monetary value of freshwater recreational fisheries in
New Zealand waters. Two studies have been undertaken on the Rakaia River, which is a large
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braided river supporting salmon and trout fisheries in Canterbury. In a very early study Gluck
(1974) estimated annual benefits received by adult male anglers fishing in the Rakaia River to be
about NZ$1.7 million (in year 2013 dollars). In 1983, Leathers et al. (1985) estimated Rakaia
River fishing benefits to be in the range of NZ$1.1 - 2.2 million (in year 2013 dollars). In 1985,
Kerr (1996) obtained higher estimates of angler-day benefits on the renowned Greenstone and
Caples Rivers to be NZ$96 per angler day (year 2013 dollars).These recreational fisheries
valuation studies in New Zealand rivers and their estimates are compared in Table 4.23 along
with the previously reviewed Kerr and Greer (2004) study. These studies using various nonmarket valuation methods have found consumer surplus per angler per trip to be generally lower
than in this study, but the overall fishery value is comparable to this study, as the Otago region is
home to a relatively large number of fisheries.

Table 4.23 New Zealand freshwater fishery values from previous studies (Kerr and Greer,
2004)
River
Author(s)
Year of Type of study
CS per angler Annual CS from
study
per trip
the fishery
Gluck (1974) 1973/74 Contingent
n/a
$1.7 million
Rakaia
Valuation
Leathers et
1983
Zonal TCM
$20 - $38
$1.1 - $2.2 million
Rakaia
al. (1985)
1985/86 CVM
$96
$48,060
Greenstone Kerr (1996)
and Caples
Kerr and
2000
Individual TCM $56 - 143
$2.5 - $6.2 million
Rangitata
Greer (2004)
Note: All money values are in NZD, and have been adjusted to 2013 levels using the consumers’ price index
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4.4.3 International anglers
Table 4.24 shows the numbers of international respondents by country and region. The
number of respondents is not large, and not surprisingly, over 60% are from New Zealand’s
nearest neighbour: Australia. As discussed earlier, international anglers differ from domestic
anglers in the patterns of their trips. In particular, the number of trips from home to fish in Otago
falls in a very small range; 85% of international anglers took only one or two trips, and most of
these anglers took only one trip. The trips tended to be long, averaging about 12 days of fishing.
And many of the anglers fished in multiple areas across Otago and New Zealand during these
relatively long trips. This group seems to differ from domestic anglers and may require different
types of analysis.
The data from the survey can, however, be used to estimate the magnitude of
international anglers’ fishing activity in terms of their expenditure. The average perceived
fishing related expenditure of international anglers in the sample is NZ$4,518, and there were
2,417 international licence holders in the 2012-13 season in Otago. Based on these figures,
annual fishing related expenditure from international anglers is estimated to be in the proximity
of $11 million.
This, of course, reveals nothing about consumer surplus, which may be substantial.
Given the small sample and differing characteristics, estimating consumer surplus seems beyond
the scope of this thesis and better suited for future research.
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Table 4.24 International anglers by country and continent

Continent

Asia

Western
Europe
North
America

Oceania

Country
Hong Kong
Japan
Singapore
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Netherlands
Slovakia
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Jamaica
United States
Canada
Australia
Fiji
French Polynesia
New Caledonia

number of
respondents
5
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
12
1
35
6
130
1
1
1

number of
respondents by
continents

10

23

42

133
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and discussion
This chapter presents conclusions and recommendations from the Otago freshwater
recreational fishery study. The first section provides a brief summary of the estimates of the net
economic value of Otago freshwater recreational fisheries, and other related findings. The
chapter concludes with limitations of the study and suggestions for future study.

5.1 Key findings
The aim of this study is to estimate the total net economic value of, i.e., consumer surplus
from, access by domestic anglers to freshwater recreational fisheries in the FGNZ Otago region.
The study region is home to 126 distinct fisheries in an area of 32,000 square kilometres, and
hosted more than 18,25212 angling licence holders in the 2012/13 season.
The individual Travel Cost Method (ITCM) was employed to obtain the estimates of
consumer surplus. Information about the frequency of trips, travel costs and various other
influences on demand for fishing were obtained from a sample of anglers, recruited via email
invitation, who fished in Otago. A truncated negative binomial regression model was selected as
the most appropriate regression method to estimate the per angler consumer surplus from an
angling trip in each of four areas in Otago.
In the best fit models, estimates of consumer surplus per trip per angler ranged from $394
in the Dunedin / Coastal Otago area to $1126 in the Southern Lakes area; and from $287 in the
Dunedin / Coastal Otago area to $881 in the Southern Lakes area under the angling day
specification model. When extrapolated to the overall domestic angler population, the
corresponding annual value of Otago freshwater recreational fisheries is estimated to fall in the
range of NZ$88 to NZ$130 million.
The estimates of economic value represent the potential dollar value of welfare lost to
domestic anglers if all Otago freshwater fisheries were closed to domestic anglers – an "all or
nothing" valuation of the fisheries (Kerr and Greer, 2004). That is, the study has measured the
use benefits only of domestic anglers and not of the various other users of Otago freshwater
streams and lakes, such as international anglers, kayakers, rafters, bird watchers, etc. Clearly, if
the cost of maintaining the freshwater recreational fisheries of Otago (e.g., the cost of avoiding
12

Number of licences issued in FGNZ Otago region, including to international anglers. The actual number of
potential anglers is larger because anglers from other FGNZ regions can fish in Otago as well.
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pollution of waterways) is equal to or less than the estimated consumer surplus enjoyed only by
domestic anglers, then continuing the freshwater recreational fishery operations is economically
justified.
To conduct a full cost-benefit analysis, however, the additional benefits enjoyed by other
types of users as well as the non-use or ‘existence’ benefits would also have be considered. Nonuse values are benefits that can be derived from simply knowing that a resource exists in some
state other than another. Components of non-use value include existence and bequest values
(Freeman, 2003). Non-use values can be significant. For instance, reductions in non-use value
because of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska were estimated to be in the billions of dollars
(Carson et al., 2003).

5.2 Limitations of the study
This section discusses some of the possible limitations of this study.
The survey was implemented with a relatively low response rate, which may be simply
because those anglers who are not as keen on fishing did not respond to the survey. If this was a
primary reason for the low response rate, then a potential non-response bias could be introduced,
because those who responded to the survey were keener anglers on fishing than those who did
not. Therefore the sample represented a group with higher average demand for freshwater
recreational angling than that in the overall angler population. Treating this form of bias is
difficult, but its potential existence is acknowledged.
An important issue in the study is the way a “trip” was defined in the survey. For anglers
who take day-trips from their permanent residences, there was no misunderstanding, the number
of trips they took is the number of trips intended for the analysis. However, for anglers who took
multiple-day fishing trips, i.e., those anglers who would require overnight lodging in camp
grounds, motels, baches or cribs (second homes), may have interpreted number of “trips”
differently than the way the survey intended them too, even though it was specified clearly in the
survey what kind of trip number was sought. These anglers may have reported the number of
trips from their temporary premises in the area instead of from their permanent residences. If so,
their trip numbers could be inflated and travel costs deflated. This could be the reason so many
respondents reported abnormally low travel cost to their fishing area given their location of
permanent residence. Should this effect be significant, it would bias the CS estimates.
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The measurement and specification of the variable representing the price of a substitute
could have caused potential bias, as the estimated coefficient on the variable was insignificant
and wrong signed. The coefficient on the price of a substitute should have a positive sign in the
regression: the higher the price of a substitute, the fewer trips the respondent would take to fish
in the target area, holding everything else constant. The problem may have been caused by how
the question was worded in the survey. The survey question asked for the travel cost to the
location where the substitute activity takes place as the price for the substitute activity.
However, the substitute recreational activity may cost the respondent more than just its travel
cost, i.e. the answers to the question may have tended to under-state the implicit prices of the
substitute activities. It is important to include relevant substitutes in the analysis if accurate value
estimates are to be obtained; an upward bias is likely to occur in welfare estimates if relevant
substitutes are omitted (Rosenthal, 1987).

5.3 Contribution of the study
This study represents an initial attempt to estimate the total value of access by domestic
anglers to freshwater recreational fisheries in Otago. It has provided potentially useful estimates
of the value of Otago freshwater recreational fisheries in terms of the net benefit or ‘consumer
surplus’ enjoyed by domestic anglers. The results of the travel cost analysis provide strong
evidence that the value of Otago fisheries is high, especially in the Southern Lakes area, home to
the most pristine and important backcountry fisheries in Otago.
The study has also contributed to the application of TCM in recreational fishery
valuation, particularly in accommodating single-day trips and multiple-day trips at the same
time. The practice of dividing a geographically widespread region into separate areas for the
application of individual TCM model in a multiple-fishery situation is new and innovative.

5.4 Suggestions for future research
This study has provided an estimate of net economic value of freshwater recreational
fisheries in Otago for a particular time period, i.e., the 2012/13 season. This value is what would
be lost to domestic anglers if all the Otago freshwater fisheries were closed for fishing, - an “all
or nothing” value of the fishery. However, closing down all the freshwater fisheries in Otago for
fishing is extremely unlikely to happen. Future studies could benefit from estimating the
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potential decline in fishery value due to given degrees of deterioration of water quality, which
can be very helpful in informing water quality conservation decisions.
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Appendix A: Otago angler survey (Qualtrics output)
Q1 Did you fresh-water fish anywhere in Otago during last year's fishing season (1 Oct 2012 - 30
September 2013)?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Survey
Q119 Please enter your email address below to go into a draw to win one of a $500, $250 or
$100 Hunting and Fishing New Zealand gift vouchers.
Q2 What type of fishing licence did you hold in the 2012-2013 season?
 Adult whole season (1)
 Family whole season (3)
 Part season or 24 hour licence (4)
Q36 How would you rate your level of fishing expertise?
______ level of expertise (1)
Q42 Do you belong to an angling club?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Q13 Do you live in New Zealand (i.e., are you a NZ citizen or permanent resident)?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If I am an international angle... Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Block
Q20 What is your 4 digit home post code?
Q43 In which city, town, or area do you live?
Q133 Did you choose your primary residence in consideration of proximity to fishing?
 No (1)
 Yes (2)
Q118 In which city and country do you live?
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During the last year's fishing season (1 Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013). In total how many
separate trips from your permanent residence did you take in which fishing in Otago was at least
one of the primary reasons for the trip.
Think about the last (most recent) trip you took to New Zealand during which you fished in
Otago in last year's fishing season (1 Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013). Where in Otago did you
fish?
It loc2 Fishing occurred
 on back-country streams (1)
 on rivers or small lakes (2)
 on any of the larger lakes (3)
It t During what part of the year did you take the trip?
 Summer (Dec - Feb) (1)
 Autumn (March - May) (2)
 Winter (June - Aug) (3)
 Spring (Sep - Nov) (4)
On the last trip in which you fished in Otago, approximately how much money did you pay outof-pocket for round-trip transportation to and from your permanent residence to the fishing
destination in Otago? (Include payments for airfare, car hire, fuel, etc. Include only your share of
expense if you travelled with others, even if they do not fish)Please enter a numerical dollar
value in NZ$ in the space below.
Time On the last trip in which you fished in Otago, approximately how many hours did you
spend in round-trip transit from your permanent residence to and from your fishing destination in
Otago (i.e., on plane, car, etc.)?Please enter the number of hours below.
On the last trip in which you fished in Otago, approximately how much did you pay out-ofpocket for any other fishing-related expenses? These include local accommodation, boat fuel,
bait, guide service, helicopter, etc. (Include only your share of expense if you travelled with
others.)Please enter a numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
How many days did you fish in Otago during your last trip?
Approximately how many hours did you fish per day in Otago during your last trip?
Relative to all the other things you did in Otago on this trip, fishing was:
______ Importance of fishing (1)
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Q63 What is your age in years?
Q64 What is your gender?
 Male (1)
 Female (2)
Q65 In your household:
0 (0)

1 (1)

2 (2)

3 (3)

4 (4)

5 (5)

6 or more
(6)

How
many
people
are there
in total?
(1)















How
many
people
are under
the age of
18? (2)















How
many
people
fish? (3)















Q40 What is your highest level of formal education?
 Secondary school (1)
 Trade certification or similar (2)
 Bachelors degree (3)
 Postgraduate degree (4)
Q58 What was your employment status in 2013?
 Employed full time (1)
 Employed part time (2)
 Not employed (3)
 Student (4)
 Retired (5)
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Q56 We have to ask two questions about your income; this may seem a bit personal, but it's an
essential component to the research. The information you provide will remain confidential. No
personal information will be revealed in published results of this study. Household income
affects choices about fishing. In which of the following ranges did your annual household
income from all sources fall, in 2013 from all sources before tax?
 $25,000 or less per year before tax (1)
 $25,001 to 50,000 (2)
 $50,001 to 75,000 (3)
 $75,001 to 100,000 (4)
 $100,001 to 125,000 (5)
 $125,001 to 150,000 (6)
 More than $150,000 (7)
 I prefer not to answer (8)
What was your employment status in 2013? Employed full time Is Selected Or What was your
employment status in 2013? Employed part time Is Selected
Q48 Your personal income affects the cost of time spent in transit and fishing rather than in paid
work. In which of the following ranges did your personal income from work fall, in 2013 before
tax? Do not count non-work income (e.g., superannuation or investment income).
 $25,000 or less per year before tax (1)
 $25,001 to 50,000 (2)
 $50,001 to 75,000 (3)
 $75,001 to 100,000 (4)
 $100,001 to 125,000 (5)
 $125,001 to 150,000 (6)
 More than $150,000 per year (7)
 I prefer not to answer (8)
Q57 We can also ask you more directly about the dollar value of your time. Suppose you decide
to fish three-hour's drive away. How much do you think that you would typically be willing to
pay to avoid that third hour of travel, i.e., just to avoid spending the time on the road?
 $0, I enjoy the drive (1)
 $10 (2)
 $20 (3)
 $30 (4)
 $40 (5)
 $50 or more (6)
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Q68 Thank you for completing the survey! If you'd like to make any comments about the
questionnaire, please do so in the space below.
Q3 Did you fish in the Southern Lakes area of Otago (shown in the map below as area A) during
last years fishing season (1 Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Block
Think about the fishing you did in the Southern Lakes area over the last fishing season. In total
how many separate trips from your permanent residence did you take in which fishing was at
least one of the primary reasons for the trip. (Please give an approximation if you do not
remember the precise number of trips)
Q54 As it's often difficult to describe every trip in detail, we need you to describe the nature of a
typical or average trip. These typical fishing trips occurred
 on back-country streams (1)
 on rivers or small lakes (2)
 on any of the larger lakes (3)
Q45 When do you typically take these trips (choose all that apply)?
 Summer (Dec - Feb) (1)
 Autumn (March - May) (2)
 Winter (June - Aug) (3)
 Spring (Sep - Nov) (4)
A1 HH Did you have a holiday home (bach or crib) in the Southern Lakes area during the last
fishing season?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
A1 boat Did you use a boat in the Southern Lakes area on typical trips during the last fishing
season?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
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What mode of transportation did you use to travel to the fishing site from your permanent
residence on this typical trip?
 Personal vehicle (1)
 Air or other (2)
If Air or other Is Selected, Then Skip To Approximately how much money did you ...
Approximately how many kilometres did you typically drive round trip?
What size of vehicle did you use to travel to the fishing site on this trip?
 Small: 0 - 1500cc (1)
 Compact: 1501cc - 2000cc (2)
 Medium: 2001cc - 3500cc (3)
 Large: 3501cc + (4)
How old is the vehicle you use to travel to the fishing site?
 Less than 5 years old (1)
 5 to 10 years old (2)
 older than 10 years (3)
Q67 On your typical trip, how many other people did you share out-of-pocket transportation
costs with? Enter a number below:
On your typical trip, approximately how much money did you pay out-of-pocket (airfare,
fuel, etc.) for transportation from your permanent residence to the fishing site round trip (include
only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not all fish)? Please enter a
numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
On your typical trip, approximately how many hours did you spend in transit from home to your
fishing destination round trip? Please enter the number of hours below.
On your typical trip, approximately how much did you pay out-of-pocket for any other fishingrelated expenses? These include local accommodation, boat fuel, bait, guide service, helicopter,
etc. (include only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not fish)
Please enter a numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
Per typical trip, how many days did you fish?
On your typical trip, approximately how many hours did you fish per day?
Relative to all your other (non-fishing) activities on these trips, fishing was usually:
______ Importance of fishing (1)
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If the places that you typically fish in the Southern Lakes area were for some reason unavailable
or closed, what would you do instead?
 Go somewhere else for recreation (fishing or other recreation) (1)
 Stay home (2)
 Go to work (3)
 I would have gone to the area anyway but not fished (4)
If the places that you typically fish in the Southern Lakes area are for some reason unavailable
for a typical fishing trip, what would you do instead? Go somewhere else for recreation (fishing
or other recreation) Is Selected
Q60 If you go somewhere else, how many kilometres round-trip is it from your permanent
residence.
Q104 Did you fish in the Central Otago area (shown in the map below as area B) during last
year's fishing season (1 Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Block
Q105 Think about the fishing you did in the Central Otago area over the last fishing season. In
total how many separate trips from your permanent residence did you take in which fishing was
at least one of the primary reasons for the trip. (Please give an approximation if you do not
remember the precise number of trips)
Q106 As it's often difficult to describe every trip in detail, we need you to describe the nature of
a typical or average trip. These typical fishing trips occurred
 on back-country streams (1)
 on rivers or small lakes (2)
 on any of the larger lakes (3)
Q107 When do you typically take these trips (choose all that apply)?
 Summer (Dec - Feb) (1)
 Autumn (March - May) (2)
 Winter (June - Aug) (3)
 Spring (Sep - Nov) (4)
Q108 Did you have a holiday home (bach or crib) in the Central Otago area during the last
fishing season?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
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Q109 Did you use a boat in the Central Otago area on typical trips during the last fishing season?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Q110 What mode of transportation did you use to travel to the fishing site from your permanent
residence on this typical trip?
 Personal vehicle (1)
 Air or other (2)
If Air or other Is Selected, Then Skip To Approximately how much money did you ...
Q111 Approximately how many kilometres did you typically drive round trip?
Q112 What size of vehicle did you use to travel to the fishing site on this trip?
 Small: 0 - 1500cc (1)
 Compact: 1501cc - 2000cc (2)
 Medium: 2001cc - 3500cc (3)
 Large: 3501cc + (4)
Q113 How old is the vehicle you use to travel to the fishing site?
 Less than 5 years old (1)
 5 to 10 years old (2)
 older than 10 years (3)
Q114 On your typical trip, how many other people did you share out-of-pocket transportation
costs with?Enter a number below:
Q115 On your typical trip, approximately how much money did you pay out-of-pocket (airfare,
fuel, etc.) for transportation from your permanent residence to the fishing site round trip (include
only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not fish)? Please enter a
numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
Q116 On your typical trip, approximately how many hours did you spend in transit from home to
your fishing destination round trip? Please enter the number of hours below.
Q117 On your typical trip, approximately how much did you pay out-of-pocket for any other
fishing-related expenses? These include local accommodation, boat fuel, bait, guide service,
helicopter, etc. (include only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not
fish) Please enter a numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
Q118 Per typical trip, how many days did you fish?
Q119 On your typical trip, approximately how many hours did you fish per day?
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Q120 Relative to all your other (non-fishing) activities on these trips, fishing was usually:
______ Importance of fishing (1)
Q121 If the places that you typically fish in the Central Otago area were for some reason
unavailable or closed, what would you do instead?
 Go somewhere else for recreation (fishing or other recreation) (1)
 Stay home (2)
 Go to work (3)
 I would have gone to the area anyway but not fished (4)
Answer If If the places that you typically fish in the Southern Lakes area are for some reason
unavailable for a typical fishing trip, what would you do instead? Go somewhere else for
recreation (fishing or other recreation) Is Selected
Q122 If you go somewhere else, how many kilometres round-trip is it from your permanent
residence.
Q161 Did you fish in the South Otago area (shown in the map below as area C) during last year's
fishing season (1 Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Block
Q162 Think about the fishing you did in the South Otago area over the last fishing season. In
total how many separate trips from your permanent residence did you take in which fishing was
at least one of the primary reasons for the trip. (Please give an approximation if you do not
remember the precise number of trips)
Q163 As it's often difficult to describe every trip in detail, we need you to describe the nature of
a typical or average trip. These typical fishing trips occurred
 on back-country streams (1)
 on rivers or small lakes (2)
 on any of the larger lakes (3)
Q164 When do you typically take these trips (choose all that apply)?
 Summer (Dec - Feb) (1)
 Autumn (March - May) (2)
 Winter (June - Aug) (3)
 Spring (Sep - Nov) (4)
Q165 Did you have a holiday home (bach or crib) in the South Otago area during the last fishing
season?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
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Q166 Did you use a boat in the South Otago area on typical trips during the last fishing season?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Q167 What mode of transportation did you use to travel to the fishing site from your permanent
residence on this typical trip?
 Personal vehicle (1)
 Air or other (2)
If Air or other Is Selected, Then Skip To Approximately how much money did you ...
Q168 Approximately how many kilometres did you typically drive round trip?
Q169 What size of vehicle did you use to travel to the fishing site on this trip?
 Small: 0 - 1500cc (1)
 Compact: 1501cc - 2000cc (2)
 Medium: 2001cc - 3500cc (3)
 Large: 3501cc + (4)
Q170 How old is the vehicle you use to travel to the fishing site?
 Less than 5 years old (1)
 5 to 10 years old (2)
 older than 10 years (3)
Q171 On your typical trip, how many other people did you share out-of-pocket transportation
costs with? Enter a number below:
Q172 On your typical trip, approximately how much money did you pay out-of-pocket (airfare,
fuel, etc.) for transportation from your permanent residence to the fishing site round trip (include
only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not fish)? Please enter a
numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
Q173 On your typical trip, approximately how many hours did you spend in transit from home to
your fishing destination round trip? Please enter the number of hours below.
Q174 On your typical trip, approximately how much did you pay out-of-pocket for any other
fishing-related expenses? These include local accommodation, boat fuel, bait, guide service,
helicopter, etc. (include only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not
fish) Please enter a numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
Q175 Per typical trip, how many days did you fish?
Q176 On your typical trip, approximately how many hours did you fish per day?
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Q177 Relative to all your other (non-fishing) activities on these trips, fishing was usually:
______ Importance of fishing (1)
Q178 If the places that you typically fish in the South Otago area were for some reason
unavailable or closed, what would you do instead?
 Go somewhere else for recreation (fishing or other recreation) (1)
 Stay home (2)
 Go to work (3)
 I would have gone to the area anyway but not fished (4)
Answer If If the places that you typically fish in the Southern Lakes area are for some reason
unavailable for a typical fishing trip, what would you do instead? Go somewhere else for
recreation (fishing or other recreation) Is Selected
Q179 If you go somewhere else, how many kilometres round-trip is it from your permanent
residence.
Q142 Did you fish in the Dunedin and Coastal Otago area (shown in the map below as area
D) during last year's fishing season (1 Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Block
Q143 Think about the fishing you did in the Dunedin and Coastal Otago area over the last
fishing season. In total how many separate trips from your permanent residence did you take in
which fishing was at least one of the primary reasons for the trip. (Please give an approximation
if you do not remember the precise number of trips)
Q144 As it's often difficult to describe every trip in detail, we need you to describe the nature of
a typical or average trip. These typical fishing trips occurred
 on back-country streams (1)
 on rivers or small lakes (2)
 on any of the larger lakes (3)
Q145 When do you typically take these trips (choose all that apply)?
 Summer (Dec - Feb) (1)
 Autumn (March - May) (2)
 Winter (June - Aug) (3)
 Spring (Sep - Nov) (4)
Q146 Did you have a holiday home (bach or crib) in the Dunedin and Coastal Otago area during
the last fishing season?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
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Q147 Did you use a boat in the Dunedin and Coastal Otago area on typical trips during the last
fishing season?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Q148 What mode of transportation did you use to travel to the fishing site from your permanent
residence on this typical trip?
 Personal vehicle (1)
 Air or other (2)
If Air or other Is Selected, Then Skip To Approximately how much money did you ...
Q149 Approximately how many kilometres did you typically drive round trip?
Q150 What size of vehicle did you use to travel to the fishing site on this trip?
 Small: 0 - 1500cc (1)
 Compact: 1501cc - 2000cc (2)
 Medium: 2001cc - 3500cc (3)
 Large: 3501cc + (4)
Q151 How old is the vehicle you use to travel to the fishing site?
 Less than 5 years old (1)
 5 to 10 years old (2)
 older than 10 years (3)
Q152 On your typical trip, how many other people did you share out-of-pocket transportation
costs with? Enter a number below:
Q153 On your typical trip, approximately how much money did you pay out-of-pocket (airfare,
fuel, etc.) for transportation from your permanent residence to the fishing site round trip (include
only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not fish)? Please enter a
numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
Q154 On your typical trip, approximately how many hours did you spend in transit from home to
your fishing destination round trip? Please enter the number of hours below.
Q155 On your typical trip, approximately how much did you pay out-of-pocket for any other
fishing-related expenses? These include local accommodation, boat fuel, bait, guide service,
helicopter, etc. (include only your share if you typically travelled with others, even if they do not
fish) Please enter a numerical dollar value in NZ$ in the space below.
Q156 Per typical trip, how many days did you fish?
Q157 On your typical trip, approximately how many hours did you fish per day?
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Q158 Relative to all your other (non-fishing) activities on these trips, fishing was usually:
______ Importance of fishing (1)
Q159 If the places that you typically fish in the Dunedin and Coastal Otago area were for some
reason unavailable or closed, what would you do instead?
 Go somewhere else for recreation (fishing or other recreation) (1)
 Stay home (2)
 Go to work (3)
 I would have gone to the area anyway but not fished (4)
Answer If If the places that you typically fish in the Southern Lakes area are for some reason
unavailable for a typical fishing trip, what would you do instead? Go somewhere else for
recreation (fishing or other recreation) Is Selected
Q160 If you go somewhere else, how many kilometres round-trip is it from your permanent
residence.
Q95 What is your age in years?
Q96 What is your gender?
 Male (1)
 Female (2)
Q97 In your household:
0 (0)

1 (1)

2 (2)

3 (3)

4 (4)

5 (5)

6 or more
(6)

How
many
people
are there
in total?
(1)















How
many
people
are under
the age of
18? (2)















How
many
people
fish? (3)
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Q98 What is your highest level of formal education?
 Secondary school (1)
 Trade certification or similar (2)
 Bachelors degree (3)
 Postgraduate degree (4)
Q99 What was your employment status in 2013?
 Employed full time (1)
 Employed part time (2)
 Not employed (3)
 Student (4)
 Retired (5)
Q100 We have to ask two questions about your income; this may seem a bit personal, but it's an
essential component to the research. The information you provide will remain confidential. No
personal information will be revealed in published results of this study.Household income affects
choices about fishing. In which of the following ranges did your annual household income from
all sources fall, in 2013 from all sources before tax?
 $25,000 or less per year before tax (1)
 $25,001 to 50,000 (2)
 $50,001 to 75,000 (3)
 $75,001 to 100,000 (4)
 $100,001 to 125,000 (5)
 $125,001 to 150,000 (6)
 More than $150,000 (7)
 I prefer not to answer (8)
Answer If What was your employment status in 2013? Employed full time Is Selected Or What
was your employment status in 2013? Employed part time Is Selected
Q101 Your personal income affects the cost of time spent in transit and fishing rather than in
paid work. In which of the following ranges did your personal income from work fall, in 2013
before tax? Do not count non-work income (e.g., superannuation or investment income).
 $25,000 or less per year before tax (1)
 $25,001 to 50,000 (2)
 $50,001 to 75,000 (3)
 $75,001 to 100,000 (4)
 $100,001 to 125,000 (5)
 $125,001 to 150,000 (6)
 More than $150,000 per year (7)
 I prefer not to answer (8)
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Q102 We can also ask you more directly about the dollar value of your time. Suppose you
decide to fish three-hour's drive away. How much do you think that you would typically be
willing to pay to avoid that third hour of travel, i.e., just to avoid spending the time on the road?
 $0, I enjoy the drive (1)
 $10 (2)
 $20 (3)
 $30 (4)
 $40 (5)
 $50 or more (6)
Q103 Thank you for completing the survey! If you'd like to make any comments about the
questionnaire, please do so in the space below.
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Appendix B: Pearson correlation matrix for all independent variables included in travel cost model

|
dlic
expert
dclub
endog
dbach
dboat
transhr days
hrs
onsitehr weight age
male
hhsize kids18 pfish
employed retired
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------dlicence | 1.0000
expertise | 0.1369 1.0000
dclub | 0.0341 0.1164 1.0000
endogloc | 0.0636 0.1022 0.0403 1.0000
dbach | -0.0639 -0.0076 0.0177 -0.0776 1.0000
dboat | -0.0434 0.0287 -0.0912 0.0069 0.1474 1.0000
transhr | -0.0316 0.0069 0.0489 -0.0933 0.0073 -0.1138 1.0000
days | 0.0125 0.0181 -0.0449 -0.1525 0.0847 0.0285 0.0798 1.0000
hrs | 0.0014 0.3209 0.0592 0.0132 -0.0967 -0.0360 0.0153 0.0139 1.0000
onsitehr | 0.0063 0.1661 -0.0186 -0.1422 0.0256 -0.0171 0.0814 0.8444 0.4747 1.0000
weight | 0.0483 0.3629 0.0751 0.1399 -0.1982 -0.0257 -0.1359 -0.0599 0.3984 0.1437 1.0000
age | 0.0670 0.2722 0.1591 0.0775 0.0289 0.0624 0.0079 0.0464 0.0155 0.0554 0.0817 1.0000
male | 0.0101 0.2950 0.0261 0.0355 0.0431 0.0624 0.0190 -0.1186 0.0830 -0.0449 0.0524 0.1258 1.0000
hhsize | -0.0412 -0.0900 -0.0817 -0.0852 -0.0067 0.0994 -0.0371 -0.0134 -0.0897 -0.0565 -0.1462 -0.2933 0.0319 1.0000
kids18 | 0.0469 -0.0493 -0.0717 -0.0939 -0.0082 0.0845 -0.0251 0.0264 -0.0874 -0.0282 -0.1179 -0.2619 0.0050 0.8040 1.0000
peoplefish | 0.0394 -0.0922 -0.0773 -0.0348 -0.0627 0.1368 -0.0039 0.0833 -0.0993 0.0185 -0.1255 -0.2467 -0.1112 0.6397 0.6376 1.0000
employed | 0.0362 -0.0337 -0.1013 -0.0519 0.0331 0.0338 0.0333 -0.1002 0.0014 -0.0647 -0.0114 -0.3738 -0.0247 0.1986 0.2006 0.1495 1.0000
retired | -0.0278 0.0629 0.1301 0.0711 -0.0300 0.0063 -0.0280 0.0504 -0.0006 0.0371 0.0106 0.5044 0.0566 -0.2434 -0.2185 -0.1908 -0.8635 1.0000
hhinc | 0.0343 0.0283 0.0045 -0.0707 0.1605 0.0889 -0.0340 -0.0694 -0.0303 -0.0492 -0.0569 0.0141 0.1236 0.2136 0.1783 0.0842 0.2514 -0.1863
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